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La 4tir 99th Year
4
geiSe r &Per Copy Volume 99 No. 93
•
COVERING THE COUNTY From left Lynn Rogers, Thet-Surchfield and driatille-ylelie've sivefied-Marray mad
Calloway and prepared pick-up rountes ier.particIpants in the countywide dean-up Saturday. The youngsters are
• aN members of Murray Troop 13 and are working on the project as a part of the requirements of their Eagle badge.
— Official dumping sites in Murray for the clean-up day are the First Baptist Church parking)ot downtown, the old city..
park parking lot on Chestnut and Bel-Air Shopping Center parking lot on 641 south. Four trucks will be locatedin
the county at Penny Store, Uncle Willie's Trading Post at Midway, New Concord Grocery and Old Faxon School on
KY 94 east of Murray.
•
Soytet ers 
Forcing It To Land In Russian „Territory
WASHING T9.14 (AP) - Soviet jet
-.fighters fired at an Alaska-bound South
-Korean jetliner and -forced It-to land
,after the passenger plane flaw over
territeegi-s41-4L-affidtkesid-
_today:
Two of the plabgifgesiestgers_ware
ciao:lend two others injured, the official
said.
Similar reports came from Japanese
sources in Moscow and Tokyo.
The U.S. official, who asked not to be
identified, said he did not know gie
cause of death or the nationalities of the
victims. But Japanese souroes said one
of the dead was a Japanese citizen, Y.
Sugano, 45.
American sOurces in' Moscow said
U.S. officials were informed by the
Soviets that the Boeing 707, which
libilea on a frozen lake, suffered "some 4 The Japaneseaciiirces said the Soviet
damage:- . • Foreign iiinfstryinformed them the
No Americans Were rtivorted -1111itiactin sevrre that the fee on the
the plant which had been, bound from- „lake was shattered.
Paris to Seou1,--wfila rafigast atop jar..' 7 The South Korelittirl fireign_Ministry
Anchorage, Alaska.- _said today that information it had in
source, sat Soviet ,dicated the plane made an emergency
Premier Alesei N. Koaygin was landing after it violated Sovief territory
keeping visiting tlipanese Agriculture but "Ti* deliberately."
'Minister Ichirti Nakagawa informed co A Korean Airlines spokesman said an
the, ineident. aircraft would arrive in Helsinki,
. -.They said the Soviets told him the Finland Saturday to pickup the
pilot, after being intercepted by war- passengers and crew of the downed
planes, tried for two hours to avoid aircraft. 
'landing before he was forced down on a The official Soviet Tass news agency
frozen lake near the town of Kern, 600 said arrangements' were being made
miles north of Moscow and 300 miles for the passengers arid crew to leave
south of Murmansk in the Soviet north- the Soviet Union. Another KAL plane
west. Kem is 150 miles east of the, left Seoul today for Helsinki, Finland, to
Finnish border. stand by to pick them
On Deregulation Of Natural Gas
uP
Hospital during the institution's just. - certainly if you have the demand that
ended fiscal year was up considerably __we have here where you do,have other
but total patient-days in the .hypital - Patients to take the beds it certainly
rose only slightly; hospital ad- doesn't hurt you. It just gets better
ministrator Stuart Poston told the - utilization and allows you to expand the
MCCH board last night. uses of your hospital."
Poston told the board that admissions Poston told the board that the
to the hospital were up 552 over the hospital according to the preliminary
Previous year and newborn Infant unaudited figures, accumulated
admissions were up 71.eiter the 1976-77.. 6301,882 in retained earnings during thefiscal year. past5year.
"We only had 23 additional patient In other -action, the board officially
days," Poston said in pointing cad to the, homed the profesionai office building- - 111P-UP----±
board the affect of the Kentucky Peer now under construction lathilletlical-- 
_
Review Organization programi*as Arts Ratting. ' --
having on the' hospital's total patient- Robert Rogers; who is overseeing-
days. construction at the hospital ,as-<lhe
-With these 552 additional ad- board's consultant, said that Sep..:






But 'Patient-Da ' Down
The total number of patients ad- "We're getting patients in and out ready_ lti_192cliPai&Ar_saidanii
nutted to the Mtn* -Calksjearasaltu Poaton added, ftod--Augagt• •
The board also:
- discussed the possibility of hiring
a consulting firm to assist the board in
recruiting an anesthesiologist:
- were advised by Dr. Donald
Hughes, chief of the medical staff, that
a drug abuse committee has been
organized by the staff to detect and help




otstafasara taslast year," Poston-- gerleompletion 0,„„ e medic l'a jws-
said, ". . . we would have :generated fadlity. Rog_ert said the building, is A Dimg Abuse Committee has -been .
about 3,800 additional patient-days current out weeks behind . _newly organized by the of
which rktwasealit about $400,600 in schedule and that with luck a couple of
business. Of course! do agree with the 
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
concept of the utilization of the review' the completing 
 
ate heck to mid.
--u."6--- weeks may be made up moving The committee's purpose is . the
mechanism and I think that we' are-- August. - 
------ 
 prdeotebetilemson and preventioni_ othef_oiruigounabugseer
getting better utilization of ate; hospital. Poston reportrist to the board that generation.
several crews are presently at work on Any families with drug abuse
the construction of the new hospital ' problems are invited to contact. Dr.
wing on the north side of the present_-___Donald Hughes, chief of the MCCH
building and that it is moiled to be -Medical Staff, or Stuart Poston; MCCH
hospital 
uPoston :mold thel pbosedere nt that -theied ndministrator, so the physicians of thep
through the fiscal year which ended 
community may be on the alert to take
steps toward treatment fer the drug
March 31, 1978. The administrator also abuser and possible 
removal of the
said that 187 more surgeries were sources of abused drugs-
"Fighter planes of the Soviet anti- performed during the year and that the The medical staff members strongly
aircraft  defenses Intercepted__ the . _operations, coupled with the increase in recommended-411i- Parents who are
violator," Tess said. "In night-time births had put an increased load on the taking potentially hirrriful medications
the planes and on board -- "They've done a very 
Ramos__ guard them carefully so young people
(maneuvers of will not find these medications readily
conditions, using revolutions surgical staff and others.




with this inertiow,---Aelsilable and-be- ternPted lc trY therm
.
land at some nearby airfield. 
- - Woking for the medical staff, Dr.the intruder to follow them in order , 1101/4" ow dded.
. . ---. - - - John Quertermous, committee
'-Y "The plane, however 0111ti not reSpeiteit"'""o --.---"--•••••- ' ---.--.7i!.;;;-•shairmaii said, "One case of a
to the,se orders and landed on a lake,"
Tass_said.
Tass said the plane had entered
Soviet air space near Murmansk. '
-The passengers and crew of the
plane were taken to the nearest
populated locality and arrangements
are being made for their dispatch frorn
the U.S.S-41.'s territory," Tess said.
The Tess announcement made no
mention of casualties.
Basic Accord Reached In Energy Talks
WASHINGTON (AP) - House and
Senate negotiators, after a stormy
session with Energy Secretary James
R. Schlesinger lasting into the early
morning hours, said today they had
reached a basic accord on the proposed
deregulation of natural gas.
Although sources, who declined to be
identified, said there was still a chance
the negotiations might break down,
most conferees expressed guarded
optimism that a compromise may be
near. An agreement would break the
deadlock stalling President Carter's
year-old energy program.
They ssid two relatively minor dif-
ferences Temain to be resolved on the
controversial deregulation issue.
But Rep. Harley M. Staggers, 1)-
W.Va., said he hoped that those dif-
ferences could be settled in about an
hour later today. Sen. Henry M.
Jackson, D-Wash., who leads the
Senate conferees, said the negotiators
decided to sleep on it because "some of
us are tired."
Another meeting was scheduled for
later in the day to take up the issues not
yet resolved. Both involve the kinds of
gas that will be eligible for deregulation
on January 1, 1985, the date conferees
have tentatively selected for lifting
federal price controls.
The conferees emerged with
Schlesinger shortly before 3 a.m. EST
after nearly 13 straight hours of closed-
door negotiations. Congressional
leaders had hoped to be able to finish by
midnight Thursday to keep the energy
Curris To Address
Secretaries Meet
Dr. Constan' tine Curtis will be the
guest speaker at the annual
professional adivity sponsored by the
Murray Chapter of The National
Secretaries Association (International)
in observance of Secretaries Week. All
area secretaries and their employers
are invited to attend the mini workshop
on public speaking which will be held at
the University Branch of the Bank of








presidencies at Midway Junior College,
Marshall University, and the West
Virginia Institute of Technology. He
has been president of Murray State sin-
ce 1973. Dr. Curtis' administrative
secretary, Patsy Dyer, is a mernber. of
the local Murray Chapter of NSA, along
with nine other secretaries employed at
Murray State.
During his administration, Murray
State University was the first college or
university in Kentucky to enact a policy
granting an automatic salary increase
At $25 per month for any secretary
native of Grant- ,_41nployed at Murray State who attains
County of NaFtha.. be nationally oertificatien
been in effect
• ikritelt- a Certified Profe nal Seer011  : 4a
;Kleffee "since 1975, and complements the
and public ad- recognition 'given to the CPS by the
ministration eur- Kentucky State Government, which
ning degrees from grants a second-step appointment fpr,
DR. IS the University of CPEa appoidted to the secretarial
Illinois and the University of Kentucky. positions Murray State also offers CPS
ffilThis held deanships and vice Review courses.
program's first anniversary from
slipping by, but missed the self-
unpased deadline.
On Thursday, Carter took note that a
year had passed since he submitted the
energy program to Congress. He de-
flared that "precious time" already
has been wasted and urged Congress to
wrap up its deliberations on the
legislation. The energy package had
been stalled by the five-month debate
over natural gas deregulation.
Author, Musician To
D rect Honor Concert
Kenflth L. Neidig of Wilmette,
editor avid advertising manager of The
Instrumentalist magazine-, wW be the
guest canductor for The President's
Honor Concert at Murray State
University on Tuesday evening, April
25.
Scheduled at 8:15 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, the program of music by
The Wind Sinfonietta and The Sym-
phonic Band will include special
recognition of Neidig, a 1952 alumnus,
by Dr. Constantine W. Curris,
university President.
aathor, educator, and
musician, as well as journalist, will be
the conductor for two selections on the
,program. Paul' W. Shahan, director of
bands on campus, will conduct the 38-
piece sinfonietta and the 65-piece band
in other music during the concert.
A former - band- director at
Elizabethtown High School and in the
Ft. Knox Schools, Neidig in 1970
became associated with The
Instrumentalist, • a professional
magazine for school band and or-
chestra directors with international
circulation of more than 22,000. He is
also executive editor of Accent, a
inaaasiate-fee-masie atedertle;
.1.01-litudent at Murray State.
- was 'in accomplished smancian, He
.4" played clarinet in the Thoroughbred
Marching Band, first bassoon in the
. orchestra, baritone 'saxophone In the
Phi Mu Alpha Men of Note, and lead
• alto saxophone in a local dance band.
• Neidlg, ',he also served as editor of
Bluegrass Music News, the publication
of the Kentucky Music Educators
Association, has conducted the
Louisville Civic Symphony, diratted
church choirs, and led his own dance
combo. He earned the master's degree
St the University of Kentucky.
Neiciig will conduct the sinfonietta in
"Credo" by Fisher Tull and the band in
three movements from "First Suite for
Band in E-Flat (Opus 28-I i" by Gustav
Hoist. - •
Directed by Shahan, the sinfonietta
will also play "Titus Overture" by
Mozart, "Dramatic Essay'. by Clifton
Williams, with David Shaner as
trumpet soloist, and "King Stephen" by
Beethoven.
He will conduct the hand in three
movements form -Suite for Band" by
Robert Washburn, "Pageant" by
Vincent Persichetti, and "March
Dramatic" by Robert Jager -
Grant Funds
Alcohol Study
Richard J. Thomas of Murray, a
senior at Murray State University, has
been awarded a grant by the Kentucky
Humanities Council. The grant
provides 6960 to be used in exploring a
contemporary issue and its effects on a
small community.
Thomas is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
William J. Thomas of Mayfield, Route
2. He is a speech major at Murray State
minoring in history.
Thomas' project will deal with the
ramifications of the legalized sale of
alcoholic beverages-12-- Calloway
County.
A program entitled "Wet or Dry- The
Community's Choice" will be presented
on Thursday, May 4. It will explore the
economic, religious, social, moral, and
philisophical implications of the issue,
as well as provide historical
background.
Community members who have
researched the issue will also present
discussion for and against legalized
sale of alcohol. Two humanities
professors at Murray State will also
participate in the program.
The program will be neutral in its
presentation, Thomas said. He added
its objective would be to infortn rather
than to take a stand on one aspect of the
wet-dry issue.
The program will begin at 7 p.m. in
the Calloway County Public 'Library.
Assistant director of the grant is Dr.
Vernon Gantt, chairman of the
Department of Speech and Theatre at
Murray State.
Inside today 
City School Board• .
Sets Special Meet
Murray Schopl Superintendent
Robert G Jeffrey is expected to
reconunend certtfied staff, Odic- •
noinistr.ative man. aides and dad
personnel Ins special astied ritrschool-
board meeting Monday. April 24.
School board members, in the 7 p.m.
meeting at school board adminletrative
offices on Poplar Street, are expected
*onsicler a plan for a185 day school
term for school year 1978-1e79, and
accept two letters of resignation.
•
youngster with a drug addiction or
-dependency is far too many."
Dr. Hughes told the hospital board at
its meeting last night that the "com-
mittee is going to try to put some
muscle behind this.
"It's something that we recognize





The Calloway County Boy Scout Fund
Drive has exceeded its goal by $1,300,
raising 69,300 in this year's solicitation
effort, a spokesman for. the drive said
today.
Boy Scout fund raisers here began
their efforts with an $8,000 goal.
• •'The success of the drive was due to
the outstanding effort provided by the
team captains Jack Uddberg, H. Ed
Chrisman, David Roos, Fred Morton,
Keith Hays, James Harmon, Itugh
Barksdale, Jerry Bolls, Robert Putoff,
Bill Payne, Forrest Priddy, Max Hurt,
Jim Carlin, David Walker, Harold
Doran, Mike Holton, Jerry Grogan and
Bill Rayburn,- the spokesman said.
Ed Shinners headed the advanced
gifts portion of the drive, which ac-
counted for cver 95,300 raised in the
effort. '
"The Four River Boy Scout Council
and local scouting units with to thank
the community for the excellent sup-
port received for the fund drive in order
to bring the programs of scouting to the
youth of Murray and Calloway Coun-
ty." the spokesman said.
- •••
•
One Section-14 Pages .
The Murray Ledger & Times aolumnist Lowell Atchley
today says Governor Julian Carroll could have Avoided
the, present wrangle Over his recent vacation. The




Clearingand cold tonight with.
scattered-frost. Lows in the mid
to upper 30s. Partly sunny and a'
little warmer Saturday. Highs in
the low to mid 80s.
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_ . Friday. April 21
Volunteer workers for the
rancer Crilsade will get thee
A packets at the Holiday Inn
.between ten a in and four
P.m The drive is sponsored by
Delta Department. Murray • Saturday, April 22
Woman's Club. Interested persons will meet
• at 8.30 a m to help in the
er
the Ken-
_ _Secong_preduction  of cleaning of the church tuckyand Majorette
•'Hedda Gabler" will be 'building and grounds arthe 44 
Southwest
presented at eight- pm:- at - Presbyterian- --Church,..--_,E...__raeatarY 
School •-11Y_Arti
Murray State University.. Main and 16th suet.' rung at °:'"' am. and
'Theatre with admission-being-
22.50 or by season ticket-
2 Third annual Kentucky
tharity Vorse Show will be
held at West Kentucky,-
tivestock and Exposition
Center at 7:30 p.m.,nsored





faculty, staff, cadet corns, and.--
special guests will be from
eight p.m. to midnight at
Reshear gym, Student Center.
Annual Student Art Show
'with reception and awards
presentations beginning at
seven p.m. will be in Clara M.
Eagle Gallery, Price Doyle
-Fine Arts Center. Exhibits
- Lbesiionntbrough-May 10.
:Friday, Aprfl 21 • :-
Faculty and Staff of
Robertson Elementaty'School
will have a tea from 3:30 to
4:30 p.m. for the presentation
of the portrait of the late
Dennis Taylor, school prin-
cipal: The public is invited.
Saturday, Apr11.22
Ham .,breakfast will be held
at American Legie Hall,
sponsored by the giuegrass
State CB Club. Serving will be
from five _a.m. to one p.m.
with tickets at $2.50 at the door
or from any member.
Ladies of Oaks Country Club
will have a business meeting
at 9:30 a.m. at the club house
with coffee and doughnuts to
be served, followed by nine
hole golf tournament, •
City-wide old newspaper
drive, oda_ be held from, nine
a.m. to twelve noon by the
Garden. Department of the
Murray Woman's Club,
Bundled newspapers may be
left at 1108 Main Street,
Murray, or call 753-8115 or 753-
31511"ror-Ocrrtin.-
Alpha Department -Of
Murray Woman's Club Will -
have,its luncheon meeting at
twelve noon at the club house
with program by Richard





All Things Wise 8 Wonderful Herriot
Woman s Dress for Success-Melly
Complete Book of Running irr
If Life Is a Bowl of Cherries
What Am I Doing in the Pits' Bombed/
Best Selling Paperbacks
Coma Book of Lists
joni Rood Atlas 78
Your Erroneous Zones
Crockett's Victory Garden
John Jokes-Vol. VII-The lawless




day. PubliC is invited with
admission, being one dollar for
adults find fifty cents for
children. -
Second night of the third
annual Kentucky Charity
Horse Show will be held at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center at 7:30 p.m.
Mtirray,State University
Theatre will present "Hedda
Gabler" for the third and final
performance at eight p.m. at
the University Theatre. Ad-
mission is $2.50 or by season
ticket.
Spring • fashion show,
featuring men models,. will be
sponsored by East PTC at the
East Calloway-Elementau
School at .seven pm.
GirlIkiitire-sales will
he held at amen Rases, and
National Stores from ten a.m.
to three p.m.
Sunday, April 23
Honors Day, annual event,




. Violin recital by Leroy
Thompson, Paducah, will
begin at two p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Murray State
University.
Bass trombone recital by
Louii George Bourgois • III,
- Paducah, will begin at 3:30
p.m. in the Old Recital -Hall,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University. '
Calloway County Boosters
Club will meet at East




Murray.- Woman's Club, will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the club
house. ,
Adult- --Great- Boots
Discussion Group will meet at
seven p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library.
Recovery, Inc., will meet'at
the Calloway Health Center,
North 7th and Olive Streets, at
seven p.m.
Mini-Workshop, _sponsored
by Murray Chapter, National
Secretaries Association, will
be at seven p.m. at the
University Branch, Bank of
Murray, with Dr. Constantine
Curtis as „speaker.
Life Saving Course by
American Red Cross will be at
Murray State "lIniverefty Pool
et.=
Copyright Conference',
sponsored by Murray State
University Libraries and the
National Library of Medicine,
will be at Kenlake- State
Resort Park starting at two
-
Data Processing Workshop
will open at Murray State
University. Call 762-2716 for
information. •
_
- -Congregate meal gWitriff-be




' will present a trumpet recital
at 3- 30 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle




ages„, eight through 15, will
have a skating party from 5:50
to 7:50 p.m. at---Murray
Skateland.
Save A Cool Bundle!
Purchase Any New
1977 or 1978 AMC Car
F.s299°°
Only A Few More Days
Left To Take Advantage ,
&AI: Great Offer.
Come By & Talk With Us Today.
Open Evenings By Appointment
HOSPITAL PATIENT Mr. and Mrs. David Gowans
Clint Gordon Todd was of Murray announce- the
dismissed April 8 from the marriage of their daughter,
Com tri unity Hospital, Elizabeth Gowans Geurin, to
Mayfield. Mitchell Hill, son of M. and .
:Mrs. Arvin Hill of Almo.
_PADUCAH PATIENT_ The wedding_ vows were
Mrs. -Kate-- Cornwell of read on Saturday:- April 15, at
Harding has been dismissed ten a.m. by the Rev. Dr.
from Lourdes Hospital, James Fisher at the First
Paducah. United Methodist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Hill are now
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. 011ieHilliams of Hazel
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
The Olga Hampton Group of
the Sinking -Spring Baptist
Church Women met at the
church on Monday, April 3, for
the Royal Service program on
'14ea41/1 Cart- Ministries in
Nigeria" with Mary Kathryn
Starks as the leader. -
Those assisting her-W the.
program were Gladys
Williamson, Faye._, Ore,
toroth); Brandon, Hattie Lee
-Galloway, Mildred- CraWfb-r4,
Linda Cooper, and. Ruth
Warren.
Name of Missionaries have
birthdays on that day were
remembered as the Calendar
of Prayer was read. Maxine
AgiinCe AMU'S _thaTrgil __of the
business session.
Refreshments were served
by Mildred Crawford- and
residing 4.at Murray Manor
Apartments where she is
manager. Mr. Hill is with the
Murray Water and Sewer
System.
Mary Turner. Also present





Ran gerettes, -age eight
• through -fifteen will have a
'*Wing party-from 5:50 tol0
pall. on Monday, April 24, at
16furrly Rkateland-___ --
This will be for Rangers and
Ilangerettes only and each one
should wear long pants, no
midriffs or shorts. Also of-
ficials said each one should
have the registration and
health form completed and
signed by a parent or guardian
before participation in any
7-activity.
•i,
NEW MIDGES - Installed as new pledges of the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority, Unit 827,
of the Woodmen of the World Society, at the meeting held at the home of jean
Richerson were. left to right, Marilyn Herndon, Catherine Glass, and Linda Fain. Er-
nestine Garland vice-president, conducted the pledge ceremony.
Ernestine Garland, vice-
president, Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority, -Unit 827, of the
Woodmen of the World
Society, conducted a pledge
ceremony for Marilyn Hern-
don, Catherine Glass, and
Linda Fain at the meeting
held Tuesday, March 28, in the
home of Jean Richerson with
Donna Garland as cohostess.
Activities of the welfare
committee were discussed by
Donna Garland who said tray
favors were taken to a nursing
home for aster. A discussion
was held on two other projects
to be investigated by. the
committee.
Martha Andrus reported on
the Ranger and Rangerette
activity planning meeting.
The first activity will be a
skating, party on April 24. The
next bowling nigh. for the
sorority will be April 19 ac-
.cording to Carol McDougal.
Ann 'Spann reported on the
Third Annual Kentucky Little
Miss Pageant.
The door prize was won by
Mrs. Andrus. Following the
meeting Laura Jackson was





The ladies day luncheon wi:
be held Wednesday, April 2t,
at twelve noon at the Murra'.
Country Club with Brend..
Marquardt as chairman of the
. hostesses.
Reservations should be




Other holtespes will be Tertt
Burke, Sarah Bryan, Donna
Keller, 'Aurelia Batts. Jackie
Overton, Carolyn Bradshaw.
Charlene Doom, and Geneva
McCage.
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Present were Mertha An-
drus, president; Ernestine
Garland, vice-president;
Diana Lyons, secretary; Jetty
Scruggs, treasurer; Cynthia
Hart, Loretta Jobs, advisor,
Sara Alexander, Donna
Garland, Marilyn Herndon,
Ann Spann, Jean Richerson,




NEW YORK ( API Today's
"New 20s" are more mobile,
more highly paid, more edu-
cated, more leployed and have
a wider choke of living styles
and careers than ever before,
says Kathleen Fury, editor of
Your Place magazine, a publi-
cation aimed at the concerns of
that age group. •
Of this group, 57 percent
have attended college - double
the national average - and 81
percent work, according to Ms
Fury, who adds that "about the





" 'LOOKING FOR MR. GOODBAR' IS
ONE OF THE STRONGEST MOTION
PICTURES EVER MADE- AND.ODIE
OF THE BEST!"-: •
Diane Keaton
Thru Thur.--710 9.30 +21118an
New in y.pur
neighborhood?_
And still searching for the grocery store and more
closet space?
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have







PiCk:tip a regular grocery bog full of
litter from your neighborhood and bring
it to the CAPRI SoturcIcy at 200. Your -
bog al liftett - will admit you see
-YOURS, MINE AND OURS." Litter must
be picked-up-from outside your home.
Mom's trash from her waste containers
is not acceptable. COME ON, LET'S
CLEAN UP MURRAY AND CALLOWA Y
COUNTY AND SEE THIS FINE MOVIE FOR
A BAG O'LITTERIIIII
The Feature Is:
YOURS, MINE AND OURS
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_
CREBRATES 90711 BIRTHDAY — Harry S. Rowland holds his dog, "Sunday," as he
talks with friends at his home on Almo Route One, Bethel Church Road. He telebrated
his 90th birthday on April 16 and a dinner was' held in his honor by his three daughters
—Mrs. luvean Maupin who resides with Mr. Rowland, Mrs. Chester Thomas, and Mrs.
Pearline Edwards. Mr. Rowland was born April 16, 1888, in Calloway County and was a
carpenter until his retirement. He married Bettie Allen on Jan. 12,1908, and she died on
Oct. 8, 1974, after over 66 years of marriage. Mr. Rowland still is able to be up, cooks
his own breakfast many times, and enjoys visiting with his family and friends. He has
three daughters, sixteen grandchildren, thirty-two great grandSildren, and several
great great grandchildren. Present for the birthday occasion were Otis Wilson, Edgar
Rowland, Mr. and Mrs. William Joyce and Jason, Opal Rowland, Mr. and Mrs. Tony
Thomas, Toinya and Tadek Mr. And Mrs. Ruben Rowland, Mrs. Mattie Thomas, Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Rowland, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ragsdale, Mr. and Mrs. Kenton Woodall, Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Thomas, Mark and Barry, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lamb, Bonita, Rachel,
and David, Mr. and Mrs. Terry Edwards and ferocity, Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Edwards,
Heather and Andy, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lockhart, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Alien and grand-
daughter, ittianie, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Evans, Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Burkeen, Lori, Larry,
and Lisa, Mr. and Mrs. Larry Wilson and Amy, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jackson, Karen and
Wayne, Jerry Maupin, Mr. and Mrs. levy Fulton, Robert Keith Lockhart, Rose Doom, Mr.
and Mrs. Richard 0. Schroader, Mrs. Luvean Maupin, and Mrs. Pearline Edwards.
Let's Stay Well
Immunization Against Polio
Q: Mrs. J.U. asks
whether an epidemic of
polio might take place in
modern times because so
many children are not
being properly immunized
against this dreaded dis-
ease. She also wants to
know what is the appropri-
ate time for immunization.
A: An estimated 20 mil-
lion American children
have not been properly
immunized against polio.
They represent a popula-
tion in which small groups
of cases of polio can occur,
but it is unlikely that an
epidemic -of major propor-
tions could take place.
However, the chances in-
crease as we neglect to
carry out immunization
that is readily available
and highly effective. .





oral polio vaccine at two
months, four months and
six months of age. :A
booster should be given
between four and six years
of age to give protection
when the child starts
school. If this program is
carried out, the child
should be protected -for
life.
Most authorities on the
subject agree that it is not
necessary to vaccinate
adults against the disease
because they have ac-
quired immunity as a re-
sult of earlier exposure to
11 EVERYTHING IWO/
IN STORE %MO /0
Now thru April 29th
the,,Sperizil 1) erasion, 3Etb
is. 121 DY Pen falwray, 17. 0,4“. los 753-3171
the
.
Of course; polio vaccines




should be discussed with




Q: Mrs. K. A. 'writes to
state that she and her
husband want to start a
family soon. She has been
jogging about a couple of
miles a day and wants to
know whether this kind of
exercise may be harmful,
particularly in encourag-
ing a miscarriage.
A: You are to be cor1T:—




FOR SATURDAY APRIL 22, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast,.
given for your birth Sign. .
ARIES
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 4Y1
Do not "put your foot into it,"
or speak out of turn unless you
are willing to take then-
sequences. Emotionalisairout!
Some fences to mend? Begin.
TAURUS • - 13€-Or
( Apr, 21 to May 21/
Excellent Venus influences.
Fervor and ardent ainbition





( May 22 to June 21) ali•PlrY
You may veer off to the wrong
road and act too hastily if not
careful. Conduct affairs with
the Geminian's inborn
foreaight. Execute all. tasks
I.
reappraise situations. Be ready,
nevertheless, to move ahead
when conditions so demand. -
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) InertC‘
Don't reject suggestions
without giving them thorough
copideration. You might
overlook an idea which COULD
be developed profitably: --
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) New(
Good Jupiter influences favor
unusual innovations and clever
strategies. A fine period in
which to put over unique ideas.
&1"4
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) _ .
You are always r Ambitious,
and this day will open up new
areas in which to profit 15y your
know-how. Results may pot be
immediate, however, so be
patient.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Allow for some delays in
_
't create them needlessly
yoUrTelf. Crisp, consistent




I Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) •
Poor scheduling -colgd
distract, send you completily
off the track in some cases.
,Barness efforts for a concerted
drive toward your goals.
•
YOU_ BORN., TODAY are.
endowed igth 'unusual ver-
satility and could succeed in
any one of a wide range of oc-
cupations. In the creative field,
,you wpuld make an excellent
writer, musician, artist ( in
.almost any medium), or
thespian. In the professional
world, as a doctor, surgeon or
nurse, none excels the Taurean. -_
And your fine organizing ability
and amazing memory for
details qualify you for success
as a business executive. Couple
all this with your innate per-
severance in the face of 'ob-
stacleS, and there's no reason
why you shouldn't reach even
the latiect of goaLs. Birthclate_ _
of: Queen Isabella, of Spain;
Henry Fielding, novelist;
ITTImeoliPI Kant, - 
CANCER
June 4 to-JUTy-23)
Chance could very well step in .
now and hand you, on the
proverbial silver platter, what
all your striving couldn't attain.
A fine day!
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) tr244Z-
Principles and practices may
be too far apart. Bring them
closer together if you would
have a durable framework in
which to operate
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) "P
Someone may advance a get-
rich-quick scheme. Size him up
thoroughly before you even
listen. A "sensational" gain
now could prove costly later.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Here's a time for some
retrenching, digging in to
exercise, especially of that-,
kind and amount.
You should continue-fhii
.routine of jogging, even
you _become pregnant.
Suit exercise should not
inhibit your getting preg-
'nant' and should ' not in-
terfere with your carrying
a normal pregnancy.
Such exercise should im-
prove your general health
and help to keep your „
weight down. Such regular
use of your muscles should
keep them in good shape
and make your delivery
easier.
Check with your physi-
cian who will care for you%
during your pregnancy. He
may limit your activity if
any trouble develops dur-
ing your preganey.
'Creative Arts Department
Plans Meet; Rice Speaks
The Creatiye Arts Depar- Murray, will present her
tment of the Murray Woman's
Club will meet Monday, April
24, at 9:30 a.m. at the club
house with the program to be
presented by Donna Story.
Mrs. Story, a member of the




m Meadows. South 16th, Si.
Must sell my ENTIRE STOCK of Columbia-Minerva 4 ply wnrsted
weight and sports weight yarns at...
1/2 PRICE
To make room for my new line of Brunswick Yarns in both
wool and acrylic, in worsted weight and sports weight.
NOW' IN STOCK
Many new kits and patte•n books in crewel and cotton embroideries,
latch hook, needlepoint knitting and crochet. Stamped tablecloths,





actording to Ann Brooks,
chairman, Sue Ann Hutson,
vice-chairman.
• At the March 27th brunch
meeting Fial Rice, senior fine
arts major at Murray State
University, was the guest'
speaker on the topic of
"Photography." He gave hints
oti how an amateur can make
everyday_ picture-taking have
a more professional looking
result.
Teresa Bibb of Calloway
County High School and
Claude Juluiaan of Murray
High School were announced
as over-all winners of the art
contest sponsored by the
Creative Arts Department.
Hostesses for the meeting
were Teckla Farrell, Dorothy
-McKenzie, Betty_ Pitts, Clayey
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Register for FREE PRIZES, euadstock up on nosup, away
KROGER BARGAINS! 
WATCH YOUR NEWSPAPER & MAIL DOX FOR MORE NEWS!
'
oil sign a pledge to give
yOu the BEST bankservice?
A bank, in itself, is nothing more
than a bunch of money, stacks of,
paper, and brick and mortar. It's
the-people who work in our bank
that have made °Or reputation for
personal service. At The Willing
Bank, we set out to make this rep—
utation by hiring only people who
are willing to give a little extra of
themselv.es to_personally serve
customers.
Whatever your financial needs,
you'll find an attitude of -friendli-
ness and willingness that will spoil
you for any other bank ... at the









'National library Week mid be eb- After the ilortyrtion -of Stephen, theserved at the Murray-Calloway Cloantr_o.i..,43Eiltummtvhristions
labcarYtivitko platineeLAPri" 4?-27 Irith:Wl ertiedem launched -a-fierce and
• PAGE 4 twi MUINIAT, RyoUDGIR & TIMES, Navy. AltriliVIWS
.•
- MehleY- Anee By Lowell Atchley
Carroll And
The Canal,
Aovernor Julian Carroll could have
-aVoided the erit hoorah over . his
o,vacation in the Bahamas.
That's the thinking of the expert
-.'political analyst Do Fineus F. Fin-
derbender
. All sorts of people, from GOP critics
to state auditor George Atkins and First
..,,District Congressman Carroll Hubbard
lohave criticized the governor's use of a
o state-owned 16 passenger Fairchild
torboPooSt let on hit private vacation.
"The governor's first mistake came
when the state recently purchased and
-.added another jet to the state's fleet,"
• .-Finderbender said, as he andI watched
-
o "1 can see where the public _might
Tr-Wm on-such extravagance. But, it
as. my understanding the jet was
eeded in a day when Kentucky is
ctually involved la foreign trade_
lave some pineapples, Doctor?" I said. ,
: "Right. But jets are too closely linked
Ao the rich...the Jet Set, if you, will. In
woulcthave been
- 'Pater _off to have bought a pad-
Ailewheeler steamboat..-." •
-Itlthiri—ritigisrefiK --gasping
Tor-breeth. I altiolist - Wangled on a
Piece of pineapple..
"Here, have some coconut juice,"
•P'inderbender said. "Precisely.
tovernor Carroll could have spent
twice the amount paid for the jet on a
hate steamboat The press Wouldn't
have questioned it, because you know
how prejudiced they are toward pad-
&wheelers with, the Mark Twain
_ Connection. And with a steamboat,
rrying a lithe trappings of the state of
Kentucky of course, Governor Carroll
could have sailed, deem the Mississippi





•TerreCt. Which brings me to y
ne-if -observation....13overnor Carroll
failed to legitimize his trip to the
Bahamas," Finderbender explained.
• 'Legitimize his trip?" I stammered,
taking another gulp of coconut juice.
"Right. The governor should have
taken a cue from President Jimmy
Carter and his "era trip to Africa. I
_understand. from inside sources the
President just wanted to take Amy to
Africa _because she was studying that
continent in geography at the time. So
what did he do? He made the trip seem
to appear as a fact finding tour...
Congressman take vacations like that 
. all the time."
°But, how in the World could
Governor Carroll do the Same thing?" I
interrupted. "What could . he have
studied?"
1,_11 have a banana-Umpit..All
sorts of things, but an obvious tdOic
sticks out in: my mind. He could have
gone to the Bahamas and called it a fact
finding trip to stud O the situation in
Panama. The press would have taken it
ix hook, _nee and. sinker.: And the 
governor -Could have gotqn miles of
press copy on pronouncements about
the canal and how it's worth to Ken-
tucky commerce while basking in the
sun and sands of the Bahamas," Fin-
derbender said.
_._Ifonr__tea.soning sounds logical," I
mkt.
"Yes," Finderbender said. "And the
governor could have avoided the em-
barrassment he's currently having to
endure,. .1 see by the TV guide the late
night movie has to do with the Bermuda
Triangle.. .Pass the pineapples
please.." • - •
SUndaY-SCheel. •
Maud on .fr, right r moo  ,11,4•1•Ittei 011s' son ft*. Undorto s,11. • 1.0! 0••• ''s rttli` NW.
Philip: Messenger
To Outsiders10 Years Ago
_odelivered. His messengers had to beDeaths reported include Mrs. Zeima- scattered. In this case, as in manyBarnett Brown, age 76. and Chesty__ others, the overruling providence ofLynn Johnston, age ten monthS.
Miss Judith Kathryn Howard,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. Rudolph
Howard, was. married to Edward J.
Carroll, son' of Mrs. Walter H. Carroll
and the late Mr-Carroll on March 23 at
the First Baptist Church. -
Mrs. Bill Crick will present a lesson
on "Using Roll On Paints" at the
meeting of the McCracken County
Homemakers Hobby Club at Paducah
on April 25.
' terrific campaign to exterminate all ofFirst District Congressman Frank A.-
his followers. God permitted this awfulStubblefield was honored- by the
Federal Land Bank System at a
- persecution of His children in order that
_, the Christians -might be scattered andmeeting  in 
Murray cin APril 19 "---r the precious seedof His Word might behis contributiona to Agriculture during sown more widely. It was very obvious
the last 9'1 Years as member tsf the Agricultural Committee 
ofat. if His message were to beCoCongress,
20 Years Ago.
'Sandra Bedwell, Janet Like, Lorna
Ross, and Bill Young. all of Calloway
County, were winners in the Area I
Batley of the 4-H Clubs held at
Paducah.
Deaths reported include Perry
Culpepper, age 71.
R. Pie-ce McDougal of Murray has
been elected to membership in the
American Angus Association at St.
Joseph, Mo.
Rob Huie, superintendent of the
Murray Water -and Sewer System, is
attending the national convention of the
Amen can Water Works at Dallas,
Texas
Mr and Mrs Lester Garland an-
nounce the approachtig marriage of
their daughter, Martha, to Harold
Lassiter, son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
I.assiter
30-Yeari-A go
Robert Carlton, senior - at -
State College and son of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Carlton of Murray Route Two,
will represent Kentucky at the Inter-
state Oratorical Contest to be held at
Northwestern University April 22 and
23.
Dorothy Sue-Stubbleftild, student at
New Concord High School, has been
istected to represent her school at Girls
State, Lexington, June-12-16.
Deaths reported include J. T. Hurt,
age 88
Nix Crawforb attended the meeting of
the-Board of Christian EducanonigiThe
Cumberland Presbyterian ChurdiS- held
at McKenzie, Tn.
Dub Dowdy, J. D. Williamt, Ewing
Stubblefield, Toinmy 'Winchester,
divine Mixon, Irene Jeeii. June
Farley, Sue Sttibblefleld, Alice Fielder,
• Etila Rose, and Tiney Williamson are
members of the cep of the may,
-Mummy's Wild 'Hose," to be
presented April 23 by the senior class of
• New Concord High School.
Election year miiititek
raining For Gi
God made persecution has promoted
the very thing it wought to destroy..
Compicuous among those faithful
Christians who were scattered, in all
direction by the violent and devastating
persecution was Philip, the deacon,
who fled and-found refuge in the rather
large and populous city of Samaria in
which many citizens were given to the
excesses of idoltry and immorality,
where he continued his witnessing for
Christ.. Philip was the first foreign
missionary and Samaria was the first
foreign mission field. There Philip
magnified the crucified, buried, risen,
and ascended Christ so attractively and
effectively that the people were
aroused, amazed, and attracted to the
Saviour. Many believed on Christ, were
saved, and were baptized into the
fellowship of the church. Consequently,
there was much rejoicing in the
blessing of the Lord, as is usually the
case when arid where the unsaved come
ot know Christ and the Christians are
edified and strengthened. What a joy it
is to see.a layman who loves the Lord
enough to introduce the unsaved to
Him!
In contrast with the godly and
honorable Philip, who represented
possession. was Simon, a magician,.
who represented profeision. The for-
mer was genuine, but the latter was a
counterfeit. Simon preyed on the
credulity of all whom he could and
received a rather lucrative income
through_ his practice of magic. A
stranger of humility, Simon did not
hesitate to, claim personal greatness,
and many did not have any disposition
to titiestlen or to deny his claim.
Simon was fascinated by the
preaching of philip and by the miracles
which he performed through the divine
power that was imparted to him.
Coveting the power which Philip
exercised, Simon decided that it likely
.1
WRITE A LETTER •
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest. _, .
Mar* • eetOrve to
Condense or reject aoy letter. and
limit frequent writers., ,
-Address eorreepondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger .&
Times, Box 325Murray, Ky. 42071.,
By HERBERT SPARROW
Asso_y
NKFORT, KY. ( AP) - Kentucky
is expanding its efforts to provide
special educational training for the
gifted, and talented student, although
state education officials admit the
se/Ad/01-1°d sticit Students presents..
_
would be advantageous to him to make
a profession of religion, be -baptized,
and become a member of the church,
- .
The apostles of Jerusalem were kept '
informed about the achievements of the
dispersed disciples Ot the work of the
LOrd. They were told that through thN
preaching of the gospel some of the
Samaritan had been saved. Desirous of
knowing whether these profession of
of faith were genuine or spurious, the
apostles sent two of thiee strongest
men-Peter and John-to Samaria .to
investigate the work, to give the con-
verts additional instruction, and to knit
more closely the bonds between the
younger and the older Christens. Upon
the belivers, and the Holy Spirit was
received by them. The breakingodcavn
of the "wall of partition" between
Jerusalem and Samaria was
acknowledged by the apostles in their
going there, as well as by the bred in
giving the Holy Spirit could be obtained
with money, Simon the sorcerer offered
to purchase it, hoping thereby to regain
his popularity and to make additional
revenue by trasmitting that power to
others.
Indignant because of the attempt of
Simon Magus to buy the power of God
with money, which was and is an utter
impossibility. Peter unhesitatingly and
severely condemned Simon for his
obvious depravity and wickedness in
wanting to exploit Christianity for
personal financial gain. He urged him
to repent of his sill' and to pray for
forgiveness. The sinfulness of his ex-
pressed desire never registered with
Simon, but he did ask Peter to pray that
he might escape any punishment for
"saying what he said and doing what he
had attempted to do. He was fearful but
not penitent..
Bible Thought
"Blessed-is he whose transgression
is forgiven, whose sin is covered."
• Psalm 32:1
The word ';happy" is an appropri-
ate 'translation of the Hebrew word
We ring larfles TranslateJ ess
And. a man can experience true hap-
p.ness 'only .w-hen assuped of God's
forgiveness
Marray Ledger &  Times
l'utiltsher Walter I. Apperson
Ftbtor H (,ene cut, Aeon
The Murray Irvitter 8, Times is published
every afternoon except sundam July 4. (Torun
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selecting these children," the Rev. Bob
Brown of-tzxington, it member of the
state Board- for Elementary and
Secondary Education, commented at a
recent board meeting.
"But we have to balance this built-in
social risk and personality develop-
ment versus helping the child develop
to his full potential," Brown added. "It
is an eternal dilemma that there is
really no answer to."
Henry Pogue, Jr., chairman of the
state board, added "If we don't do
something, it is an invitation , tp
mediocrity." •
Some local school districts, such as
Jefferson County, have had special
programs for gifted children for
several years, utilizing local money,
and 23 districts have pilot programs
funded through a federal grant, but
state money has been made available in
the past.
Gov. Julian Carroll provided $565,700
in the first year of the next beinnium
and $1,118,600 in the second year for the
development of programs for gifted and
talented students.
To aid local districts with setting up
such programs and with the sticky
problemsOOf identifying students for
them, a special task force has drafted a
set of guidelines which were approved
by the state board at a special meeting
last week
The guidelines identify gifted
talented children as "those who by
virtue of outstanding abilities are
capable of high performance ... and
need educational opportunities dif-
ferent from those available through the
regular program to realize their
potential." •
The talent would apply to either the
academic area or the visual and per-
forming areas such as art, dance,
music, drama or speech.
The guidelines suggest identification
and selection of gifted and talerited
children through multiple criteria,
including tests and measurements:
Capitol Ideas
Auseneeresed- or potential abilitiea-43
dele-rOnicit-iy qualified individalS or
• other valid means such as peer
nomination, selfnomination, teacher
nomination, and parent or citizen
norninatiOn.
"No single test, test score, other
• measurement or 'nomination should be
the determining-factor," the task force
.44.4 ..
It suggests special consideration
should be given to racial and ethnic
minority groups, the culturally dif-
ferent, the handicapped and children
who display various types of behavior
problems in the classroom.
The 15-member task force was
composed of representatives of loOal
school districts, including classroom
teachers, supervisors and superinten-
dents, along with two parents.
Randy Kimbrough, assistant
stlPerintentientincinafrnetimi, said the
program will be 11i-sifted-at first in an
effort to develop a quality program.
"*e feel we should start approve
fewer programs of good quality instead
of doing it hodge podge," Mrs. Kim-
brough said, adding that the money
available, "spread out among the
state's 181 school districts, is not going
to have much impact. We are not going
to develop an outstanding program if it
is watered down that much.
"We want programs that Can be used
as models for the rest of the state," she
said.
Mrs. Kimbrough said her bureau is
finalizing deadlines_ for program ap-
plications, which will probably. be
around the end of May. She said the
guidelines will be mailed to all school
districts this week.,
When the applications are received, a
special -committee of Education
Department personnel will review
them and make final approvals
hopefully by the end of June.
Mrs. Kimbrough said those districts
with existing programs will not be
given an advantage oveit others. "Each
school district will be given a fair op-
portunity to apply."
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (M9:- 'hi .the in-
terest of helping the nation correct its
balance of payments deficit, members
of the House of Representatives will
equip their offices with color televisions
rather than blackand-white models.
That was the decision of the House
Administration Committee, whose
members wanted to avoid sending a lot
of U.S. dollars to Japan so congressmen
could keep up with such daytime
television dramas as "The Guiding
Light," "As the • World Turns," and
President Carter's news conferences.
The committee approved acquisition
of 450 17-inch, color television sets for
=SO each. Each House mem--ber can
order one with the money coming from
his office expense allowance.
When the ronunittee took up the
television set proposal, Chairman
Frank Thompson, D-N.J., explained, to
members that nearly all black-and-
white televisions are made outside the
United States.
He said that some components of U.S.
brand color sets are manufactured
elsewhere, hut the finistied product Is
assembled domestically.
Besides, said Thompson, there's not
that much difference In coat between
,color and black-and-white sets. • '
•
Reps. James C.. Corman,
and Guy Vander Jagt, R-Mich, are the
chairmen' of their parties' Houle
campaign conimIttees and • they
recently debated at the National Press
Club.
At one point Corm-an was asked to
conatient on the fact that 42 House
members have 1111111Minced they aren't
• on
running for re-election. Nine of them
are running for the Senate.
Corman's answer reflected a view
many -House members have of the
Senate:
"Some have tried the House and
lound'out they weren't really cut out to
be legislators, so they are running for
the Senate."
The amount of mail that flows from
the Capitol is always greater in even-
numbered years, which, incidentally,
are the years members of Congress run
for re-eit.ction.
Tuhandle the 1978 volume, the House
is hiring eight additional employees
and buying a special sorting machine.
Rep. Frank Annunzio, D-111.,
defended the move by noting that 281.9
million pieces of mail went out of the
Capitol in 1976, and then 250.8 million in
1977. Annunzio predicted the figure
would reach 400 million this year.
kARTEINE- .‘ •
--aswereme -
Heartiltie is a seryice for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer -
questions and solve problems - fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered In these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria Ohio 45381. You will
receive a promptdrep*, but yes -must—
include a -stamped- self-addressed ep-
The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
HEARTLINE : • I am a 64-year-old
widower, retired, and I draw Social
Security beneSta. I have always heard
about a 4llying will." Do you have any
information on this and is it a legal
document? Would you suggest signing
one of these? - C.S.
A "living will" is a short document
_ that basically states, "If the situation
should arise in which there is not
reasonable expectation of my'recovery
from physical or mental disability, I
---retpOott that I be allowed to the and not
be kept alive by artificial means or
'heroic measures."
In some states, i "living will" is
considered a legal document while in
the majority of our it is not_ You
shoureefitock with an attorney in your
town to see if they are recognized in
-your state. Regardless of this, It has
been helpful tci physicians and family
members who must make the difficult
decision about the treatment of patients
whose deaths are imminent--
You can receive a copy_brwriting to
the Euthanasia Educational Council,
250 West 57th Sto New York, N.Y. 10019.
The council can also provide more
information.
The decision to signs,"liying will" is
__enel-no_Qiie can heiploio- with. It is a
- matter between you-anti- your con-
science.
HEAftTLINE: Each- Month I send
my medical bills to Medicare.
Sometimes these include bills from
three or four different doctors. Lately,
the payments have been delayed
. because Medicare has written for more
information about itemizing one doc-
tor's bill more completely. Is there any
way I can prevent this delay?. - J.C.
You are attaching all doctors' bills to
one Medicare claim form. One carrier
we checked with suggested that you
attach bills from each doctor to a
separate claim form, thus permitting
the correctly itemized ones to be paid
more promptly. We also suggest that
you visit the doctor whose claims need
more itemization And discus!' the
carrier's letter with him. By having the
claim correctly itemized, your
paymenta-trillernaariririsnpt.
For people who' are on the Medicare
program, or will soon be turning 65 and 
•going on it Heartllne now has av salable- 
their brand-new 1978 Guide to
Medicare. This book is still written in
easy-to-understand question-and-an-
swer form, but the 1978 issue has much
more information. Included in the new
issue are the new deductibles for Part A
medical insurance, more items and
conditions that Medicare covers, a
more concise explanation of reasonable
charges, and detailed instructions on
how to fill out your Medicare claim
form.
You can receive the 1978 Heartline's
Guide to Medicare by sending $1.75 to
Heartline's Guide to Medicare, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio,
45381. This book is completely
guaranteed and if you are not satisfied
your money will be cheerfully refun-
ded. Please allow six weeks for
deliveryoo
HEARTLINE: My son is receiving
Supplemental Security Income I S.S.I.
benefits because he is undergoing
treatments/or a severe drug addiction.
I take care of all his funds right now. I
. am not sure if this program is helping
him that much and we are thinking of
having him come and live with us. If my
son discontinues this treatment, can he
continue to draw S.S.1.? - T.B.
If your son stops his treatment, he is
no longer eligible to draw S.S.I.
benefits. Drug addicts and alcoholics
can get S.S.I. checks only as long as
they continue with required treat-
ments. 
Maybe the answer to all the unrest
over the Panama Canal treaties is
sleeping pills
First, Sen James Abourezk, D-S.D.,
-*said that he awakened at 4 a.m with the
idea of threatening to vote against the
Panama Canal treaty'unless President
Carter toak a firm stand against
removing price controls iron) natural
• giht - -
Then, Sen. S. I. Hayakawa;R-Celtf.,
told a pews conference he awakened
around 3 a.m. one day and decided that
he would withhold his Vote for the
traotv unless Carter could satisfy some
of the aenator's complaints about ad-
mihistration foreign policy.
•
WRITE TO POLITICIANS 1.
• As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 292-224-
3121.
Here are the Mailing addresses:
Sen. Wafter D. Huddleston




Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Off itse, 753:1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office
Washington; D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the Generil
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
584-2500 or by writing to thetn in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfurt', Ky. 40601.
addresses Of -state- legleipteriui
-siOvino Collo!** Courity are:
-Sen. Richard Weiseaberger •
Roate 7 .
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Rep. Kenneth C. lines
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NEW YORK (AP) - tonaie
Shelton, the rugged forward of
the New York Knicks, was
asked what it would take for
his club to beat the
Philadelphia 76ers.
"Maybe we just can't beat
them," he said quietly.
Spencer Haywood, another
Knicks forward, was not about
to give up although his club th
one loss away from
elimination from the National
BROTHERLY ;COMPETITION - Clash kiwis (Add) kits do orbs jest haw before his
brother, Craig, in *innate lltorgir sppos triamplar meet with
Calloway County and McKenzie.
Sweep
wets
When .,, thAldtlitratikett - lioniery and. F -raii,44m1L--ndint *mak --hehhid. Doug Rates -
Brewers opened the season by had four hits, lined a two-run e4ht-lat pitching.
battering Baltimore for 40 shot in the third as the Red Sox Pidreia,Braves 0
runs in three games, Manager breezed to their seventh, Randy Jones pitehed a
George Bamberger, who spent. consecutive Victory and a 6-0 „threehitter with ninth-inning
10 seasons in an Orioles home record behind Bill Lee'i help from Rollie Fingers and
uniform, cracked that "things seven-hitter. Bob Davis rapped a two-run
could be worse. I could still be "Hobson andtyrol certalnlY fifth-inning single off Phil
their pitching coaell.-14 are hitting the ball, but so is- . Niekro; who allowed only tws
Bamberger was singing a everybody," said Manager- hits,
different tune Thursday after Don Zimmer. . "It doesn't- "I had a nice Smooth tempo -
the brewers received a taste surprise me_ in the least. 4. _going, so. I just- took my time _
of their own medicine. , knew we could hit the ball, and didn't force things or try
"They wiped us out -and I Seeing Lynn get four hits, to push myself," said Jones,
Just want to get out of here," Butch a long homer, Carlton the 1976 Cy Young Award...
he said after the Boston Red Fisk and Jerry Remy get winner who is battling balk" --
Sox bombed the Brewers 10-4 three hits apiece and others from arm surgery'.
with a 16-hit attack and scored drill the ball doesn't surprise "Everything seemed to fall
26 runs in sweeping a three- me. into place today."
game series at Fenway Park. Virtually overlooked - was Despite Nielsro's 0-4 record,
"They're the best hitting team Carl Yastrzeinsiti's 2,735th Davis said he "bad the great
in .the league," Bamberger career hit, a fourth-inning knuckleball. The bottom was
added. • double that moved him into a falling right out of it."
That was the only American tie with Goose Goslin for 32nd
League gene -played since place on baseball's all-time hit
New York-Toronto and parade. With 936 extra-base
Detroit-Cleveland were rained hits, Yaz is 20th, two behind
out. In the National League, Eddie Mathews.
•.Artge es Dodgers Milwaukee pitchei Moose-
defeated the Houston Astros 5- Haas suffered a partial tear of
the San Diego Padrei -the flexor muscle Au his right
'blanked the Atlanta Braves 2-0 elbow and will be sidelined for
while $t. Louis-Pittsburgh and a month or more.
Montreal-Chicago were . Dodgers 5, Astros 1
washed out. Steve Yeager's three-run
Butch Hobson, called "the double broke a tie as Los
best No. 9 hitter in baseball" Angeles scored four times in_..August.
by Texas 'Manager Billy the sixth inning and snapped A.kii-Bua set a world record
Hunter, belted a. three-run Houston's four-game winning of 47.8 seconds in the hurdles
at the Munich Games, but did
not participate in the Montreal
Olympics because - the
African boycott.
He told a Kenyan newspaper
in an interview today, '"It is
hard to come back after two
years, but I am definitely
determined to make it this
time." .
Akii-Bua has not done much
competitive racing for the
past two years because of a
Uganda government ban on
him travelling abroad and






Steve Newton and Mike Dill, both assistants to head
basketball coach Ron Greene at Mississippi State University
during the 1977-78 season, will stay with him at Murray State
University.
Dr. Marshall Gordon, vice-president for university ser-
vices at Murray State, said they have accepted cohtracts to
continue their work with Greene, who was named as the new
Racer head coach March 16. Their appointments complete
the basketball coaching staff.
Newton, 36, an assistant coach one year and an associate
coach for the past five years at Mississippi State, was an
assistant to Greene at the University of New Orleans from
1969 to 1973.
During those years at New Orleans, the teams of Greene
and Newton compiled a 70-28 mark and finished No. 1 in the
Associated Press poll among NCAA Division H teams in 1970-
71. Twice they played in NCAA College Division national
tournaments.
Newton's work with Greene has been focused largely on
scoutieg and recruiting, but he is also known for his ability to
teach defensive techniques and to develop the potential in
younger player!.
A Terre Haute, Ind., native, Newton played at Indiana
State where he was team captain. He earned All-Indiana
Collegiate Conference laurels twice and ranked in the
league's top 1,0 in field goal accuracy,free throw percentage,
and rebounding for two years.
After three years as a player in Amateur Athletic Union
basketball, he began his coaching career in 1966 at South
Putnam High School in Reelsville, Ind. He moved to Plain-
field (Ind. High School the following year where his teams
won four consecutive sectional championships, two regional
crowns, and the 1969 Mid-state Conference title. Newton was
a finalist for Indiana High School Basketball Coach of the
Year in 1968-69.
Nelda' is .tnarried. la...the farmer Kathy_.114eyn_of. saw •
Orleans and they have two sons - Harv and Jay, - and a
daughter, LeAyer Ann.
Dill, 34, has been an assistant coach for the past five years
at Mississippi State. His work with the Bulldogs centered
primarily on scouting anti scheduling.
The Gadsden, Ala., native earned two degrees at
Mississippi State the, bachelor's degree in 1966 and the
master's degree in educatibn in 1967 while serving es a
graduate assistant coach,
, Dill's high school coaching experience began in 1967 and
includes one year at Bolton (Tenn.) High School and five
years at Millington I Tenn. ) High School near Memphis.
During his tenure at Millington, Dill's teams rolled up if 78-
40 record imd won the District 29 championship in 1971. He
was named the Coach of the Year in Shelby County for the
1970-71 season.
After being tabbed by Mississippi State coach Kermit
Davis as an aaNistant ht 1973. DM was Involved-1n arranging •
tripatoseekiQiidikriaurriamenis Beebe glow Meiaissic and 7
The 'Indiana Hall Of Fame 'Classic lii 1$74; MI 1975 Daytori
Invitational, and the 1976 Oki Dominion Classic.
1)111 weiittifrloaely with Greene at Mississippi State during The I kague has openings for
1977-78 on the scheduling in coming years of games-with such minagers and coaches. Also.
teems as Iowa State, Houston, and Memphis State -and of the league plans to hold a
such future tournaments as the IAA, Vegas Classic and the tourney at the end of the
LonlIftrille Classic. summer season.,
Hopes For Cpmeback
NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) -
Ugandan John Airii-Bua, gold
-medal winner ---in--- the- 1972
Munich Olympics in the 406- '
meters h*r4les,sayabehoos _
to make a comeback after a
two-year layoff and has his






Applications for the Park
League baseball program
have been circulating in the
local school systems.
Seven and eight-year-old
youngsters are eligible to
play. Youngsters who will be.
nine on or before July 31 are
not eligible.
Any youngster who didn't
receive an application for the
league and wants one should
call Jerry. Grogan at 753-0816.
Also,' those interested in
coaching a team should
contact Grogan
Other sign-up dates- will be
announced later. Also, there
are some applications






of the Colt League will be held
at 7 p. 4n. Tuesday.
The meeting will be at the.
Wilson Insurance and Real
Estate Office across from the
Murray Post Office;
MI patents of 15 and 16-
Yelf-oid. • Veit" League -
prOspects are' *urged to -attend
the meeting. '
Pictured is just




44144o4-be II- ---A-stociiiti on
*Yogi: ,1
"A couple of them might get
sick," he suggested.
That isn't likely to happen
before Sunday's fourth game
of the best-of-seven quarter-
final playoff series, which
Philadelphia leads 3-0. A fifth
game, if necessary, is listed
for next Wednesday in
Philadelphia.
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.the series are atiy.indicateen, 
It shouldn't be necessary.
"When it comes to awesiinii-
talent,•the 76ers have it;" said
Knicks Coach Willis Reed,
whose club played well but
was soundly beaten 137-126
Thursday night.
76ers Coach Billy Cun-
ningham said he was giving
his club today off.
"After winning three in a
row, there's no point in
kristicina," he Mayne&
The Knicks also will have
Tilie day off; dining which tape
'Reed will try to devise some
way of stopping Philadelphia.
Julius Erving wishes him
luck.
"When we play like this, it's
just possible that nobody can
beat us," Erring said. "I'd
sure like to think so."
- While Philadelphia and New
















91 Non. Sat. Limit Rights Reserved
1-4 See, Acres Of Free ParkingEqual Opportunity Employer
teams contending the NBA
title will be in action tonight.
'The - defending ' champion
Portland Trail Blazers, stung
by Seattle 104-95 in their series
opener, will try to even -their
series against the Sonics at
Portland; the San Antonio
Spurs and Washington Bullets,
tied 1-1, will meet at Lan-
dover, Md., and the Denver





  thickerer_candy bars in 4  -
milk-chocolate, pecan. peanikt and ori-
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DOME WINNER - JaneMaier of the Nor girls 1e agile wimerle tellmjdor meet
Theraday. Were, Washer seers Are* the sir *lees low So die we Me dub-
4 1 AI
Tiger  Boys, alloway
GirIsWi whack Meets
Performing "Setthout- -nen; --Rose Ras.; and -Melissa-
- -sprinter .Fliecia Pinner -the Nliller-eacti took-two wins for -
Calloway County girls' track the Laker girls. Murray High,
Jeam managed to hold off which Ic ttolted very tough ii_
Murray High while the Tiger winning three of the' four
boys dominated Calloway relays, hadone double winner
County and Mamie in a in the meet and that was Janie
triangular meet -6dd at the.
MRS track Thursday. - -
In the girls' meet, the
Lakers had 77 points while
Murray High scored 65 and
McKenzie was a distant third
with nine.
Iftegissee-bi-a4.68.6.*
Washer who scored wins in the
long jump and 100-yard dash
Murray also had some fine
performances from its Middle
School members of the team.
Seventh grader Lori Schan-
bacher was unpressiye with a
WINS QUARTER - Greg Garfield of Murray Nigh hits the
string isa the 440-yard dash. Garfield, a sealer, recorded a 56.6
to elate first in the event.
(Stiff Metes by Min lirswilesi)
6-` NOW
Kenneth Hoover
alb University Church of Christ106 North 15th StreetMurray, K42071 '
What is the very first thing you thought about when you
got up this morning' That first thougt ' ' probably an
index of the kind of day you have exper •ed!
"Transference" is a defense mechsuuern that is as
old as the human family. Didn't Adam blame Eve for
his trouble' and, what did eve do? She looked for and
found a "scapegoat" ' The kind atday_neladis owl
tley the type I made it. I really can't point to someone
else and blame or credit him or her for how I feel about
today.
When we learn to act instead of react to every person
'and situation. we will discover a calmness and con-
fxience in living that will make the whole of our life so
Much more enjoyable and productive. It just reduces
Itself to twther some other person or the ficklenele of
clrcumtance will control my life, or whether I will be'
the director of my life
The Clinst-controlled life is one of positive direction.
.steadfast stability, and confident action. It .doesn't
hesitate, procrastinate, or equivocate! It is "now"
living with an eye to the "eternal now". 'A day that
begins with Chtist as the very fine thought is a day that
will end with contentment and full iUment regardless of •
_people .of el rcitrructancee;
Its the greatest thing in the te•rid
to be a question.
ecprie e finish Si.
the mile whore she finished in
6:33.5, just 4.5 seconds. betdnd
_Rom _
- Seventh,. grader Donna,
Rousse ran a 2:54:7 and
finished second in the MO
behind Miller. Eighth .grader
Harriet Hood was fourth in the
Pugh Iiimp with a fine effort of
4-61/2 while seventh grader
Clarlotte_Sbroat participated
in the mile-relay.
In the boys' meet, the Tigers
wen-all but two events.
Gus Moore picked up a pair
of wins, taking first in both the
.mile and two-mile runs. David
Stephenson had two- wins by
taking first in. the shot and -
discus while Claude Johnson
-aire4, won two with victories in
the 180-low hurdles and a close
win over brother Craig in the
100-yard dash.
Also impressive was the 14.8
turned in b_y Grettis Bum_phis
In the 120-yard high hurdles.
The Tiger. boys will par-




events will begin at ID itati.
while track prelims start .at
11:30 a.m.
The finals in tbe track
events will get underway at
1:30 p.m.
The Murray High girls along
with the boys will be in action
Tuesday at borne with a
triangular against Mayfield
and Marshall County.
Calloway's boys and girls
are at Lone Oak Tuesday and




Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Something contagious made
the Murray State baseball
team break out Thursday
afternoon.
However, nobody's too upset
over the contagious effect.
The 'Breds broke out of a
slump with a rash of
homeruns as they swept a
twinbill in Jonesboro by
winning 7-6 and 5-3 games
'over Arkansas State.
On the first pitch of the third
trinkt114 in the opening game,
Ted Poe of the 'Breda
smacked a homerun.
"After Ted hit the homer, It
got contagious and everyone
started thinking they could hit
the pitcher. We started
playing with a more positive
attitude," said 'Bred coach
Johnny Reagan.
The result was two more
homeruns in the opening
game, one coming by Greg
Tooley and the other by Bill
Wagoner. The shot by Tooley
was his sixth of the season and
that put him in the lead in the-Abe
inbill
FINAL LEG - Brenda Adams takes the Wen frees Starr
Jones for the final leg of the 440 .yard relay. Both are mem-
homerun derby.
But in the second game,
Tony Threatt regained the
lead as he ripped two homers
to run his season total to seven
and overtake Tooley.
The afternoon ended with
the 'Breds socking- five
homers and getteng 15 hits in
the twinbill.
"We played extremely well,
both offensively and defen-
sively. One sort of seems to
compliment the other. When
you play real well defensively,
bats just sort of seem to
come around. Plus we had a
little wind helping us on the
homeruns too," Reagan ad-
ded. • ------- -
Poe's shot in the third inning
of the opener broke iescoreless
- duel but Arkansas State came
back with two runs in their
- half of the thirdaa David Shell
belted a two-nn blast off
Murray's Mike Grieshaber.
TINAkedluipag back. in _thregArkansas State runs.
ripped a two-run homer and nninifield
The 'Snide made it 7-9 in the
sixth as Bill Wagoner led off
with a solo shot and Ddran
Perdue drove in a run with a
groundout.
Arkansas State trimmed the
Murray lead to a run with
three in the sixth with Marty
Rogers doubling in a run and
Jerome Miller uncorking a
two-run homer.
Cliff Buechel came on in
relief of Grieshaber to shut the
door on Arkansas. State and
preserve the victory'.
Grieshaber whiffed five and
gave up four passes.
In the second game, Murray
scored all five of its runs in the
first two innines then held on
for a 5-3 win. /-
Southpaw Doyle Miller
struck out a season-high nine
batters and walked four as he
went six and one-third frames.
He gave up all six hits and all
Threatt_ _rifled a_ wo-run 
single.
HOCKEY
LOS ANGELES - Ron Migray State




Iltwrint scored. three in the- -
:first with Threatt knocking a
two-run homer and Poe
singling for an RBI to send
home Bill Wagoner who had
doubled into leftcenter.
Threatt blasted another two-
run homer with one out in the
second... The Paducah native
finished the afternoon with
four hits and six RBI's.
Miller was removed with
one out in the seventh after
Arkansas State scored twice
and Dave Bradford came in
and-finished up on the hill.
"Miller is a finesse pitcher
who doesn't overpower
anyone. He shows his fastball
theo gets them out with the
curve. And he did an ex-
ceptional job with that until he
began to tire in the sixth in-
ning and then we removed him
in the seventh," Reagan said.
The 'Breds go to 23216 with
the two wins and will host
Middle 'Penneasee to a pair of
games Saturday at Reagan
Field, MSU will then host , .
-Powerful Mexpphi  _State to
single game Monday, -_
Arkansas State to a twinbill
Thursday then will close the
season a week from Sunday
with a .home game against
Los Angeles Kings Donald-Benningfield, a 1, southern Illinois.
two straight playoff games to 225-pound , offensive lineman
Torento, was fired by the from Louisville Manual High
'National Hockey League club. . School has signed a letter-of-
Los Angeles, under Stewart, intent to play football at
had a 31-34-15 regular-season Murray 'State University.
record. Benningfield was a two-year
Stewart will be assigned to letterman at Manual who was
another position With named All-Louisville and
California Sports Inc., the honor-able mention all-state
Jack Kent Cooke-headed last season. He is the son of
organization thet_estiAte_ the_
Kings, the spokesman said.
SWIMMING
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
- Kim Linehan of Sarasota,
Fla., set a national record in
the 200-yard butterfly for her
- third record in two days of thehers of the Murray High tem, which finished second in the 1A-.vie YMCA Swimming and
- -Dieing Championships.  




Kelly White scattered three
hits while Kenneth MeCuiston
banged out four tuts as the
Calloway County Leiters
picked up an 11-1 win over
Lowes in a game played
Thursday at the Murray-
Calloway County Park. .
White fanned six batters in
going the distance of six in-
High School Track Results
MT USW TS
Md..rtlar. ••
I Murray High 4-00











































1154 EELS' tea TS
13:16 43313,4 toe,
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1 Murray High 140









2 Calloway Co:any 60 4


















1 Rosa CC 629
2. Schmtbadter ME 6 335
3. Orate/ 7001
4. Beatty MH 7 12 $
22.1 1. Matey 1461+ 15622.9 Washer, Campbell, Parham and Adams23 i 2 McKertske 20S23.8 salmi
1 Mall CC 48 0
2 MB 710
3. Russell MH 759
4. Torsak CC 90 4
War
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nings and he gave tip five
walks. The game was halted
by the 10-run rule in the hot-
toll of the sixth inning.
The -Lakers gave White all
- the working margin he needed
in the bottom half of the first
with a plir of runs. With two
out, Kenneth - McCuiston
singled to openthe rally. then
,Keith Edwards followed with
a single. Both men came
around to score when Ricky
Garfttrei plugged the gap in
rightcenter with a double.
Calloway made it 3-0 in the
second as White reached on a
fielder's choice, stole second,
went to third on a fielder's
choice and scored on a passed
ball.
Lowes scored its only run in
the top of the third when after
a single, walk and double
steal, a passed ball allowed a
man to score. Calloway made




Powerful Lone Oak almost
lost its first golf match of the
season Thursday. But not
Going to the final hole,
Murray High held a four-
stroke lead over the un-
_ -defeated. . Purple Flash in
match at the Murray Country
Club.
But on the final hole,
Murray scored a par, a bogey,
a double bogey and_a. triple
bogey. The result was a one-
stroke loss to Lone Oak with
the score being 156-157.
Lynn Sullivan of Murray
4:39.9 shared medalist honors with
teammate Greg Cohoon and
416,0 Lone Oak's Ronnie Overton as
all three players shot 38.
Howard Boone had a 40 and
Trent Jones a 41. Also playing
for Murray was Nick Hibbard
with a 43.
For Lone Oak, Mark Page
and Kenny Perry followed

















10 while Todd Goyle had! 40.284.
n-se' Mutiny fill' to 2-3 and will
394 host Mayfield Monday. Lone
mic Oak . undefeated in 10
meta., having been tied byfri4
4if‘.
30-1
McCuiston singled and later
scored on a passed ball.
The game remained 4-1 until
the last of the fifth inning
when the Lakers turned it into
a rout.
McCuiston opened the fifth
inning for the Lakers with a
single then Edwards followed
with a double down the line in
leftfield. Sian Rushing
reached base on an error by
the Lowes shortstop and a run
scored, making it 5-1.
After Scott Barrow singled
te load the bases, White aided
his own cause with a two-run
double. The final run of the
frame scored on a wild throw
by the 'owes catcher.
In the last of the sixth, Keith
Brown laid down a bunt single
to open the frame then after
McCuiston doubled, Edwards
reached on an error to score a
run for a 9-1 lead. Garland
then followed with a double to
score two runs and end the
game.
The Lakers belted 11 hits in
the contest. After McCuiston's
four came Edwards and
Garland with two hits apiece.
Lewes falls to 3-3 with the
loss while the Leiters ari now
2-5.
Calloway will playia 4 p.m.
single game today at Murray
High's Holland Stadium. The
Lakers will be the home team.
Saturday, the Lakers are
scheduled to play a 1 p.m,
twinbill with South Hopkins.
causerec
ab r h
Ryn urn-sa 4 0
Broww-Th 3 1
Lockhart-ph 1 0
K. bleCalikihef 4 4
Edwards-1s  • 4 3
Garland-If 4 0
McAllster-lb   3 0
Rushing-el   3 I
Barrow-c 3 W
White-p •  3 1





assistant coach John Sullivan,
who predicted, a bright future
for -him .at Murray State.
"Coach Buddy Pfaatt
Manual)' says Benningfield.
was one of the best college
prospects on his team last
fall," Sullivan said. "We're







Threatted 4 0 2
Onliinerlb 4 0 0
PAM. 4 0 1









-Mr. and..,MrL.Bil1y_M- Bern- 
- Mil 442 0 744ningfield, 4118 South Second, WralEal In 64.2-
Louisville.
He was signed by Murray "
ab r h
1:71
Perdue-2b 3 2 0
Niswonger-ri 3 0 0
Threatt-d 4 2 2
wagoaer-lb - 3 1 I
Toolapit 3 0 1
Poe-c.,,3 0 1
Burcheldli 1 0 1
Caliedialls------ -1.-41-4--
Luigaes ' .---  3 0 4
Utak  -..........,...,... ..... 14 4 II .  -. ,..
--Mmte - . Milt -41-404
Ast. IMO 1141 144





"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SE.US ON A


















N 1 2th Striae,
We Will








2 Vegetables and Roll
Free Coffee
With Every Breakfast
April20 thru April 27
540 a.m. ti111:00 a.m.
*Come on in and enjoy
breakfast & lunch from our
New Menus or order your



































































11-3 in match I








and 7-5 over K1
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 4 2 31-
000 9 5-6-0
001 2 34-1
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Father-Son Battle-To
Highlight Spring Game
By M. C. Garrott and Adkins are former Racer
ssai pas*. - -football players. turrentty
It will be father against sqn chairman of the Department
May 4 when the teams take to- of' Recreation and IlfSrsical
the.. field for Murray , State Education at Murray State,
Univertity's traditional' Blue- Stewart played halfback on
Gold intersquad football teams coached • by Fred
game. Farout and Jim Cullivan.
Head Coach Mike Gottfried Adkins, a former All-OVC
has named two "honorary" defensive back and now a
coaching staffs to direct his chemist with a Calvert City
Racers in the game, which firm, played from 1962 until
ends the team's spring drills. 1965 under Dort Shelton.
Named yesterday by the -Rushing, a vice president of
youthful Murray coach to tile the Banktif. Murray, played
Gold team's coaching staff baseball at Murray State for
were Dr. Chad Stewart, who Athletic Director Johnny
will be the ••head coach," and Reagan for three years as a
three assistants - Dr. George first baseman. Dr. Oakley,- a
Oakley, Tommy Tushing and Murray dentist) is President of
Clyde Adkins. the Thoroughbred Club.
Across the artificial turf of Gottfried also revealed that
Roy Stewart Stadium and a number of special
coaching the Blue team will be Premotiogs are being planned
Dr. Stewaits father and the in connedion with the spring
man for whomthe-stadium is game, which will begin at 7:30
named, long-time coach and Om.
retired athletic director Roy . .
Stewart and his staff. __-Free tickets are being
'Assisting Coach Stewaawill distributed to students in
be J. D. Rayburn, T. Sledcrand grades,, rie) through eight in
.Bill_Barker. Raybern was--ttrath - the Murray oity-tta•nd •
member of Coach Stewart's- Calloway -County schools.
1933 team, the Only un- "Queenie Bbrger," the
A146'106(1, untied teats* msp_ symbolic mascot o(-Burger--
history. Sledd was Y' guar- Queen restaurants, will be on
terback on its first team, and hand to distribute special gifts
Barker is one of, the Racers'
most ardent -----
Both "honorary" staffs,
according to Gottfried, will be
assisted by members of the
Racers' permanent staff -
assistants Bill Baldridge,
Tommy Liggins, John
Sullivan, Dan Walker and
Dino Paparella, as well as
graduate assistants John
Rockne, Jim Kubuske and
Tim Glauer. • dance at the stadium for the
Both the younger Stewart Players earl fans., -
prior to the game, and during
the halftime, "Burger Chef,"
represeriting_lurger Chef
restaurants will be giving
away frisbees and other
novelties.
Also perfOrniing at--Ulft&ie
will be a band from the area,
although the coach cannot yet
announce which one. Then,
climaxing the evening as well
as the spring drills, will be a
MSII-Lady Netters Win Match
The Murray State *omen's
tennis team ran its season
record to 9-5 with a 7-2 win at
home Thursday over Memphis
State.
In the singles play, Karen
_Weis upped her _record at
. number one to an impressive
11-3 in match play with a 3-6,6-
4 and 6-1 victory over Kathy.
Vtebe.
The by Weis was one of
four split set matches won by
the Racers.
At the number two singles
spot, Lyn Martin won 7-6, 5-7
and 7-5 over Kathy Ake; Anne
Ress won 3-6, 7-5 and 6-1 over
Melanie Thomas at three;
Kathy Lindstrom won 6-0, 6-1
at four over Ann Wolff;
Leanne Owen lost two and love •
IN 'VEGAS - Felecia Plow (loft) along with her COS track
coach, Sue Outland, are in Las Yaps this weekend,. Pinner has
been invited to participate Sonora:a High School In-
vitational Meet of Champions._ Hamar will try to qualify for
finals in the 100, 220 and-440-yord- dashes. Bonanza Nigh is
coached by former CCtiS and Newsy Stine track Minding Deb-
bie,t)
Co ts Awards Banquet
"at five to Tina Ostrowski; and
at number six, Yvonne Utley
won . -L 6.4 over Linda Hume.
In doubles play, Ress-
-Martin fell_  two and two at-'
number one to _Viehe-Ake;
_WelsAitley won Hs_ 6-2 at_
number -two over. .Wolff-
Thomas; and at three, Lind-
strom-Owen won 6-2, 6-7 and 6,
3..over Hume40eirowski.
The Lady Racers are. .at
Clarksville' .Saturday tq meet
Carson Newman and Austin
Peay then will host Middle
Tennessee to a 3 p. m. match
next Thursday.
Racer coach Nita Head also
announced, Karen Weis has
qualified for the AIAW
Regional Two Championships














Speciceoffer ends May 26










o Lead At Houston
HOUSTON*(APj "This '
said Gary Player. "is a tour of
milk and honey."
Player wasn't referring
solely to the 7-shot rallies that
brought him titles in the
Masters and Tournament of
Champions in his last two
starts, nor to the 8-under-par
64 thal. gave him the first-
round lead Thursday in the
$200,000 Houston OperI.•
'The 42-year-old -
African was talking about the
entire American tour.
"It's the greatest in, the
world," - said 'Player, who
annually competes on five
_ continents and has claimed
113 titles worldwide. •
"Everything is done; to
perfection here - the ad- '
ministration, the greens
• 
keepers - everything. If you
want a ruling, there's a man
there to handle it. The courses
r ar 4.agut—
The annual banquet of the
Diller or  Dollar_ Women's
Bova% League 'was held
recently at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord with Margaret
Mortal, president, presiding
and Jane Parks, secretary,
presenting the awards.
Taking first place was M. F.
A. Insurance whose members
are Marie Clark, Yalta Ross,
Jane McCuiston, — and
Geraldine Mathis. M. F. A.
Insurance also receririi.
sponsor's plaque.
Coming in second was the•
Tiny Tots team whose sponsor
is the Tiny Tot Day Car
Center, which also presented a
sponsor's plague. Team















High team game handicap
team members were Joan
Cooksey, -Sandy West;
Paulette Edrnonson, and
Mona Steely whose sponsor
was Keel's Purchase Tire.
Their high game handicap
was 860.
The high team game scratch
went to Allen-Thompson
Chrysler with a team score of
643.
Those receiving a trophy for
high averages were - -Lair-
Smith, first place; rIW7-7gaiet
Morton, second place; -and
Mary Harris, placing third.
Two hundred and 500 pins
were presented to members
who bowled a 200 game and to
those who holed a 500 series.
Annette Also receiving pins • wereFrail Gardner.
Haneline, and Terry Un- —thra who had Perfect. .. attendance.derhilL
'Other achievement awards- , • -
- Placing third and also
receiving trophies and a
nlaquetrpm the sponsor was
Allen-Thompson _. Chrysler
with its members being Lois
Smith, Mildred Bazzell,
Marion Berberich, and Liz
Williams.
High team -aeries- handicap
trophies were presented to
Tiny Tots with a score of 2373.
High team scratch trophies
went to T.V. Service Center
with its members being Judy
Warren, Nancy Todd, Nan
Beard, and Pat Scott. They
bowled a scratch 1838.
received included: Margaret
Morton for her high individual
sense (h.c.) of 711; Lois Smith
with a 556- series (scratch);
Jane lacCuiston with a high
game (handicap) of 274; Jane
Parks with a high game of 223.
Margaret Morton also
received her 600 Club patch
and pin; and Fran Gardner
received a Triple score patch.
The most improved award
went to Evelyn Burkeen.
Any persons interested in
bowling in next fall's league
may contact Corvett Lanes
derine the month of August
Major League Standings


















































Boston 10, Milwaukee 4
Detroit at Cleveland,
rain




Texas (Ellis 14) at Detroit
r Rozema 1-0
Chicago (Stone 1-0 ) at To-
ronto (Clancy 0-1 )
Kansas City (Leonard 2-1) at'
Baltimore (Palmer 1-0), n
Cleveland (Garland 1-2) at.
Boston ( Ripley 0-01, n
Milwaukee Augustine 2-11 at
New York ( Tidrow 1-I). n
California ( Anse, 0-1 ) at- Min-
nesota (Goltz 0-2), n
Oakland (Keough ki or Lang-





Milwaukee at New York
California at Minnesota
Kansas City at Baltimore, n
Oakland at Seattle, n
Sunday's itartie$
rieveland at Boston •
Texas at Detroit
Chicago at Toronto
Kansas City at Baltimore








W L • Pet. GB
Phil 5 3 .625
NY 8 5 .615 -
Chi 6 5 .545 1
Mont 5 5 .500 11/2
SLou 5 7 .417 21/2
13itt 3 7 .300 31/2
West
Cinc 9 4 .692
LA 8 4 .667 "2
SFran 6 5 . .545 2
Hous 6 7 " .4112 3
SDieg 3 7 '.300 41-2
Atla - 3 8 .273 5
Thursday's Games
St. Louis at Pittsburgh, ppd.
rain
Montreal at Chicago, ppd ,
rain
Sap Diego 2. Atlanta 0
Los Angeles 5, Houston I
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Philadelphia (Carlton 1-1) at
Montreal ( Twitchell 0-1)
New York (Swan 1-0) at Chi-
cago (R.Reuschel 2-1 or Lamp
0-2)
St. Louis (Derwiii. "1-0 or
Forsch 3-0) at Pittsburgh
(Blyleven 0-1), (ii)
Atlanta (Easterly 0-0) at San
Diego (Perry 0-0), in
Houston (Bannister 0-1) at
Los Angeles (Rhoden 2-O. n)
Cincinnati (Seaver 0-0 ) at San




New York tit Chicago
gt. Louis at Pittsburgh
Cintinnati at San Francisco
Atlanta at San Diego, (n)
Houlton at Los Angeles, n ;
Sunday's Games
St. Louis at Pittsburgh
Philadelphia at Montreal
New York at Chicago
Atlanta at San Diego
Houston at Los Angeles
Cincinnati at San Francisco
are prepared better than any
place in the world. This Is the
top of the game.
"Truly, it is a tour of milk
and honey:
' 'It is a thrill to me to play on
courses as well prepared as
this."
He wasn't alone. The
beautifully-conditioned, 6,997-
yard Woodlands Country Club
layout combined with some
lattai playing conditions - a
warm, Windless Texas spring
day - to produce some of the
lowest scores of the season.
Trailing Player by a single
shot was Australian Bob
Shearer, whose 65 marked the
best round of his two-season
American career. With those
two in the lead, it Was the 10th
time in the last 13.rounds,on
the American tour that foreign
players had led or shared the
lead.
( NIL REM LEDGER Lk TIMES 
ll's Free Agent
fair Tel'
By BRUCE LOW ITT
- AP Sports Writer
If the National Football
League Players Association
had wanted the kind of
unrestricted free-agent
movement now prevalent in
baseball, it might have been
sadly disappointed.
But that's not what it really
wanted, says Ed Garvey, the
union's executive director.
"First off, me fought for a
number of things," Garvey
said  Thursday, reflecting-on
the years of acrimony that
 ended with the agreement
achieved nearly 14 months
ago.
'Possibly the keystone-was
dignity. You achieve. that by
impartial arbitration, so if a
player is treated unfairly he
can have his day in court




some of the nastier jkacticze-a
of some of the clubs - things
like racial prejudice, ob-
noxious fines - in the hope
that you'll eliminate some of
the reasons people want to
change teams.
"We achieved that.
"Only then do you start to
get down to the question of
whether a system is going to
work or not," Garvey said. -
The old one didn't. Under it,
Commissioner Pete Rozelle
decided compensation if the
two teams couldn't agree.
Sometimes players were
shipped from one team to
another against their will.
Under the present -system,
the loss of a quality player via
the free-agent route can result
in compensation, one or more
draft choices from the
player's new team. Baseball
free agency i§ a One-way
street. The team losing a
player gets nothing in retiu-n.
Terry Bledsoe,. assistant
executive director of the NFL
Management Council (the
owners' group), sees things
the same way. "The system
we set out to create and wound
up creating," he said, "allows
the player to get into the
market and measure his
value, which is, good for the
player, and one which 'all-Ows
him to do so without having to
move from his club, which in
many cases is good for the
player and in almost all cases





Wadkins and Bob Murphy
were another shot back at 66.
The group at 67, 5 shots under
par, included Andy Bean,
Randy Erskine, Orville Moody
and George Burns, who
generally plays well in this
event.
• Defending titleholder Gene
Littler was in a group at 68.
Arnold Palmer and- Lee
Trevino shots 70s. Johnny
Miller matched par 72.
Playery'bidding to become
the first man in two seasons to
win'three Straight events, was
followed by his wife and son on
his course record-matehing
romp and has two more of his
children with him.
"It makes all the difference
in the world, having your
family with you," he said.
"It's torture playing - tour-
naments all around the world
and being away from your
family for months at a time.
"The American players
really aren't away that much.
They can .hop on a jet on
Sunday night, be home in two
hours, be with their families
Monday and Tuesday and still
get out to the next  tour-
nament.
"What a difference it would
have made in my career if I'd
been able to do that."
With his family watching, he
reeled off a string of three
birdies beginning on the fifth
hole, all on putts in' the 12-15 .
foot range. He holed
footer on the ninth to. turn in
31, then got another 10-footer
In the cup on the llth.
Lady Racers Sign Two
Standouts
By Joe Tern Erwin  
111S1.1 Sports.Publlcity.
—*Ai Kay Kejanh, a 5-7
guard frOm Augusta High





MSU women's coach Jean
Smith has announced.
Kelsch was named Most
Valuable Player on her team
each of the four years she
played at Augusta and the No.
1 guard in the 10th region by
the Louisville Courier-Journal -
last year. -Her four-year
career averages are 22.4
points, Si rebounds, and 7
assists a game.
The daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul E. Kelsch of
Augusta, she was also vice
president of her senior class
and acAive in her school's Beta
Club.
--Coach_ Smith says Kelsch
Was- the -dedication .necessary
to become an outstanding
college athlete and that her
shooting and offensive play-
making ability should make
her of immediate help to the 
-77M-u-rraf team.
Morris set a career scoring
record at Apollo with 1,469
points in four years. She
started all four seasons. She
also holds two game, four
season, and five other career-
records. She averaged 21.5_,
points last season in 24 games. _.
She was named to all-district,
all-city, all-area, and All-Big
Eight Conference teams.
She is a National Merit
Scholar and is fifth in her
graduating class of 376. She
has won the Good Citizenship
--Award offered by the
-Daughters of the American
Revolution and has been
named to Who's Who in
American Colleges and High
Schools and the Society of
Distinguished American High -
School Students.
She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Wdyiliond -0,--Mortts -
of Owensboro.
'Coach 4tnitly lays that
Morris is an excellent
ballhandler, playmaker, and
shooter who should have an











All accounts are insured up to S40.000 and
interest is compounded laity from date of .
deposit to date of withdrawal. passbook ac-
counts may add to orifthdraw at any time.
Certificates require T1,000.00 minimum
Dividends may be withdrawn monthly, quar-














(Substantial Penalty for Early Withdrawal of Cettiffrofes)



























TIM MURRAY, Ky., a
White's Camper Sales
iNhor ed STARCRAFT Dealt(
rnt Easil of 7.4urray-753-0605
Boolqmanh
& Merck *pies
Reference & Inspirational leeks 1.















-Criphis Ur" bp* forvice7



































Mersin Worship 11 Slim
Evening Worship . 311 p.m
GRACE 'MTGE
Sunday MAW _ 9.45 a.m.
Marnsepreup 1045 mm.
Wors 5 30,6:00 p.m.
-IMO -












Yoor NM-Royal Tire Dealer -
Sock t. oft. TVA-
. Phase 753-1489
_ Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Reeks.-Air Conditioning, Sheet Motel
 • AMILL.Chseint.2   753-4832
Creative Printers, Inc.



























mosMkosts tilMilll BAPTIST 
=p- -114" 11.00 am.




- Kelley's Termite &
-Post-Controt--






-:: HOUSE BOAT RENTALS•
I. Wife State Park ft. 4/74-2243
KintWeitil Pied ekkitit
'It's flew Lidds' Good"
t. 011/11011dRollillwiem simespiew;























South 12th St. - Murray




Illsening Warship 11:110 a m








MerNMelkedip II 00 a.m.
Evesbellapralp 7 00 p m.
IL JINN IDAPTIS7 CIOURCN
Ibtabiteaserthioi p 10 45 a .4.
isirkg 9 30 a m.
041,11K!
/ 00 p m
.1§ loam.
11 00 a m.








1bmdey hool 10:00 a .m
laming Worship 1100 a m
griping Worship • 6:00 p.m











Morrry's Melt Complete Deportment Store
Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
r - Tubers Body
Shop, Inc.
-Go To CAurrh Sunday
Randy Thornton Service Co.
Aie Csietitisag Neeteep-Ceneiniwcist illeir4ponsliog
SERVICE THROUGH KNQWL EDGE















01111101 Of JEWS OMER
OF LATTER DAY SAMS
Sunday School 10 • a.m
ST. LEO CATNOLK
CNUIECII
Sunday Mass I a m ll a m I 10 p.m.
Sat inlay Mass 6 30 p m
CIWRITIAN scion
SERVICES .
Farmer Ave and 17th St.. Murray. Ky.
Sundays 11 00 a m Testimony meeting





rship Flour 9 45 a m
11r•41 School 1: ID a .rn
IMMANUEL LUTNERAN
1r tieflool 9 ISo m
%,r-rung worshlp 10 r A rn
SEVENTH DAY ADYINTES7
SA1,ruith Set 10.30 a m
W Sill 15 a m
MEN PUIN
WhIallbaey Illa.m.
WwidlatidelvVbfe 10.45 a.m. &I p.m
 74/p.m,







- WPANT11 a POPLAR




Blessed are they which ale perse-
cuted for righteousness" sake: for theirs
is the kingdom of heaven.
(lheibip. S:10).
Christ prem... that thew rim art persecuted will ialseritahe Airy
demi01 lies.mt. Hatt-laear4ed Christidas way, at them, weeder why
they ahauM folio. theirs. Surelythe...rid dee, est reward the tree
Oaristiaa. Os the oostror, theirm, lariotian1.ofitia penalised La the
gravid ...11m th, I Ari•iiss he. the lierpeat satidmilita ad all, that al
has;MMitilist. 14.04. Note" our so I hrisit's temarignip. 
Church of Christ
IWW reolnixna
Morning Worship 11.00 a.m
ripening Hersey 6 93 p.m








mecums Womble 11 00 a.gi
• eveimegiterallp 6 00 p.m
IMOD Min
akeelegWereldp 10. 43 a. m
EvermgWereldp 6 00 pin
AMMO'
WeedIkf Mimi 111: 00 a .m. WIRT PUSBYTERIAN
Illembegilimplip '11:0$ a.m. Merril School 9:30a m
11* 015000 
Worihip Service 10 45 a m
BIlik Study 10:00 Pentecostalkm W 10:14
P M W 6:10
Atid-Week • 7:10
COLDWATER
Monung Worship 10-50 s.m.
Evening Worship 100 p.m.
- " SWINT CHURCH
ov mint
Sunday School 10 *a .m•
Morning Worship It 50 a m.
Nazarene
MURRAY CNURCII
Sunday School 9 45 a m
Morning Worship 10 45 a m
N Y P.S Worship 5 15 p.m
Evening Worship 5 00p.m
Wednesday Worship 7 00p M














• MERIT CUM WEAK)-.__SuodaySchool 10 00iim.
Worship Service 11 MI a.m
. NORTII PLEASANT GROVE `
6.00p.m. Sunda, SOlool 9:45 a .m
Worsrip Service 11-00a.m
. • OAR GROVE
Sunday School 10 00 a.m.
Worship Services Ilam,lpm.
. MOONY PLEASANT
. Morning Worship 11:00a.m
EvestIng Worship 7:00 p.m










Morning Worship 11 00 a rn
Evening Worship 7 30 p.m.
UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Moday School • 10:00a m.
Worship Services 11.00 a m., 4: 00 p.m.
CALVARY WAVES
Sunday School 10700 a.rn.







10 00 a m
11 laam
7 00 p m
7 00 p m
UNITED, 3111 MAN AVE.
Sunday School 10 00 a m
EvenTg Worship 7.00 p m
INWARDS CHAPEL
Sunday School 10:00 a m
WOrthip SerV1, WOO a m
Evening Worthtp 7:30 p m
FIRST MINTED
Sunday Worship 101110 a.m. & 7:011 p.m
rues *Them - • I Apia-









await /*stager Growths mop Pecs, Woges




401 Olive - 753-5312
COMPLIMENTS
Paschall Truck Lines





Keel Purchase Tire ,
- Veer Complete Tire Service Center
"We Service ftem All-Large or Small"
Max Keel
SRI Celeamer 253 7111
If God is your-partner,
make your pions large
Blackford House
Unfinished Furpiture
Gifts For All Occasions
Clothes
- 1804 ColdwaterRd. (121 Wass) 753-8660
-
Service 8 Sates Ports
Mowers Tillers Chain Sows










Worship Service 11 am, 1st Sunday:
10-00 a .m 3rd Sunday, Sunday School
16419-iveri., tin &WIT 
0116P1111NITED '
Worship Service 11 DO a .m
Sunday School 10.00 a.m.
GOOD MIETHERD UNITED
Worship Service 9-30am
Sunday School 11 • loam
IMMINMIMMO VINTIO
Sunday Scheel 10:00 a in
Morrum 100/1161p- 7---11•00 .w
IMMISTY UNITED
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Morning Worship 11 00 a m
Evening Worship 7 00 p.m
COLDWATER 111111/10
Worship Service 1141 am lit & 2nd
Sunday. 10.00 a.m. d& eth, Sunday
School 10'00 a .m. 1st & Bed awaday . 11 co
a.m.3rd areesStiadoz
- HINNFIKEWNIIIK





Sunda y School 10-00e m,
Morning Worship 11 00 a m
LYNN GIOVI
WorshipService 9 45 • al
Ch m-ch School 10 45 am
005050onseein
Church School 10-00 a
Worship Service 11-00 a.m.
Evening Services: Worship - 6:30 p.m.
C0113 CAMPGROUND
Worship Ser,i,. 10 00 a m
DEXTER HARDIN UNITED
Worship Semi, 10.00a m
1st & 2nd Sundays 11: 00 a.m
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday
MT. INNEN
Worship Service 10.110 a.m. lit Sunday &
11.00 a m 3rd Sunder Sunday School
11 00 a m lit Sunday - 19:40 a .m 2nd.
3rd, & 401 Stinky
MT. Calla
Worship Service 10:00 am. 2nd Sum*:
11-00 a m Ith Sunday, Sunday School
e.th






Flowers for All Occasions-
Funeral-Arrangements 7 Rouse Plants =








Open Mee. the. Thor'. 7 est ...1




Joe Todd's Motor Sales  
Went, Used Cars
Reasonably Priced
Jos Todd and Larry Hole
SWISo. 12th - 753-2814
Cunningham Auto Repair
& Motor Sales, Inc.
-Your Superior Muffler




Sales Service - Ports





One Day Latex Antiquing
'Stains-Paints
Bel-Air Shopping Center 7534642
of Murray
Sunday Buffets - 11 to 2
641 South -.75:1-5986
Gallimore's Restaurant-
Specializing in Catfish Dinners










Id•ard Sunday 11 00 a m.
kNbSundav 9 30 a m
Emit e not) m
SOUTII PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School 9 ISa m.
Writing Worship 10 45 a m
lAssing 7 005 m
STOREY'S CHAPEL UNTIED
*Way Schnnl 10.1111. m






403 Maple Phone 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen 8. Sears, Gen. Manager









The Lawn & Garden Center
Murray
Mayfield Hwy (121) 153-30
Fitts Block& Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks &Ready Hit Concrete
-East Main Street 751-15 in
Kentucky Lake
Oil Company
JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
11111w-nry ferries C•X•Wirf Gin .• ,
753 1323 Cietiaties
Hendon's Service Station
MUD ON SUNDAY'S '
PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS, .9
No. 4th Cecil - ?them 753-12l
Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
$ares an Service










































































































































---2-Schedules. For The Week Of April 22:Aprit-28









• 12:30- &Thep Neht
1:00- World of Sets.
2:30-Pro Bowlers
































































6:00 - Stories Sam.






11:30 - Space Anniesny
12:00- Wrestling





4:36 -She Ns Ni




















11 :00- lestailest  






























I :00 -Pal& Poky
Forme
2:30-MM






7:30- TeI bight , 









II:25 A moon .; Aftr";:noort .




















• rats 11 tliDaiS 11 - --.., -roe 11 rise 11
6O0. .Acisoncear.-in. - - •-Washingtcn De- Farrot-arra -Y.) ffurray Sy: scope
Health & redicine bates: Reforming - Outdoors 
6 : 30 • Focus on . Res1.9pal Drug _ _k ausaging- ' -Airortea's grab- ati-otr- • -Energy Rekaation Society/ems & Challenges 





















1. MU Eccnanist, Dan -Harrison
2. - Representatives • eras 3/1111 Art Department-.
1. 
- -Z. ,A9Yev.-14L4v1"enlhtili Political Scientist
-
1. Rook at: A. L. Hough
2. History istsPerspective
3. Weeklif Shopp_ing Basket.
1. r8b0tt eliscLoses television
14EVS TT
1. Atsegao64 'Drevathan with Library Corner
2. John Dale, Seventh-and Popular Cnut-ch of (twist














































5: 30 -Wild Kingdom
6:00-Nerdy Boys











11:00 - Gospel bra
9:30 -- 0_11,10111116:













6:00 - Disney : "Those
C.alloways"
7:00-Project UFO
1:00 - Big Event: -The
Meneycheasgere-



































































11:00-This is if. --
:11:30- Limp Their _













e -FED-'19, Channel 11, will sigp-off for 'the auswer at the. carpletion
prograredng cn April 28, and-will return to the air in Septerber 1978.
_
FirTiair,- :II technique - - of -- the-- Marx
1 p.m. Afternoon Classics Brothers that de-Mystifies the
sometimes remote world of-1 The Bernstein-Norton Lee-
pimp and cir.aunstance.-Lures ("The Unanswered 
Question" Part 3 entitled- -7" '
-klusica1Betiikntres. 81indaY;APr• 
7 p.m. Options "The Non-
--
2:15 p.m. Guitar Notebook
. Singers" Paul . Anthony
-onr non-singers, vocal
stylists who, while not exactly
singers, have had an enor-
mous impact on music.
10 p.m. NightflIght. Four
hours of album oriented rock
beard TueSday-Saturday. At
'gilt on the FM ill album
hour we will feature Carly
Shnon's new album "Boys In





















47:00 - Good Morning
Am.








3:00 - Edge of 1141*
3:30 - All-Th MORI
Theatre
3:30-F-the Archies
































7:00 -Sin • C




10:30- love of life
11:00- The Restless
11: 10-Seartis tot Tons.
12:00- Tell the Truth
12:30 - The World Turns
1:30- Guiding light











6:54 - Pastor Speaks
7:00- Tdoey
- &Weird -










3:00 - for Oder
3:30-11111111W
4: 00 -Portage Few.





' 6:00 - Sunrise •
6:30 - Breakfast Show
1:00- News
 11: 00- Copt. sso
eta - Tertletales
9:30.1 Price is Right







I :30- Gold* Light
2:30-In the Fantle




5:00 -Tel the Truth
 5.30 Nees-
6:00 - News '
"Guitar and Voice" If there is
any other "instrument" with
which the guitar has
traditionally been associated,
it is the human voice. The
Italian guitarist Oscar Ghiglia
talks about accompanying
soprano Victoria de los
Angeles; American tenor and
guitarist David Perry, who
sings and plays music
originally conceived for two
performers.
8:30 p.03. JAZZ JAZZ JAZZ
The lineup, consists of Jazz
Revisited followed by Jazz
Alive at 9:00. Contemporary
 Chamber Music Festival- jazz is next on Jazz Horizons
featuring the compositions of a[IO:30*ithan artiStireare
Sallinen, Beethoven and a'dnight.




.7 p.m. Earplay "The
General Brutus" A re-write of
Shakespeare with the comic
TV GUIDE FOR MONDAY
WNGE-2
30. - Marty Robbins




















7: 30 -Premiere: "kw
8:00 - MOVie:
Moneychangers"



























7:00 - National Cheerio-
goers Contest
8:30-One Dey





TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
WMGE-2
6:30- Troth or Cons.
7:110- Nappy Days






















10:00 -Stowe at 10





6:30 Tell The Trek




















6:30- Nome lbw Tose
--TEN-11kW




• TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
WNGE-2
6:30 Nem* lbet Tune
7.00 fight Is bierigh
COO --Charles Angels
9:00 - Stersky & *etch
i 0. 00 -- Ileirseratch
















9:00 - Special. "Gorski
10:10- Scene at 10
10:30-Tonight Show 1
 WTVF-5 WPSD-8































II: 20 - Volpe
10-00 -Newswatch












10:00 - Nowt °
10:30 -Storsky & Hutch
WSM-4
1:00 lianne-lindowe
RAN - Preashere: Open
Hoe Rwaseray
10:00 SC1410 In 10
10:30 - Tenfold She.
12:11--Tea...... Mew '
WTVF-5

































:00 - Deretlly Neel!
11:00 --Movie: TIA
10-00-'. Newswwtch





T: )0 Cochin Pell
1.11 'News
30 News






700 • Conierly Tient:
"TOW
1, JO -CPO Sharbey
114111-•lhosalord
SAM -11abey





























5 p.m. Musica Da Camera
The fourth program featuring
music from the International
1 p.m. Afternoon Classics
The Bernstein-Norton Lec-
tures "The Unanswered
Question" Part 4 entitled The
Kerry Gilmore, 13, (right) and Joe Cilmore, 11, (middle)
along with Bob Coon, 24, take a breather along the scenic
Canal Loop Trails located in the extreme northern por-
tion of Land Between The Likes, TVA's 170,000-acre
'public demonstration area in western Kentucky and Ten-
nessee. The BSA Troop No. 32 of Charleston, Missouri,
were participants in the recent Hike Day activities, an
event cosponsored by The National Campers and Hikers
Association, Bear Creek Girl Scout Council, and TVA. Hike
Day introduces hikers to short or long term leisurely
walks and encourages groups and individuals to par-
ticipate in overnight and backpacking expeditions. Kerry
and Joe are the sons of Mr. and Mrs. Jamie Gilmore of
Charleston, Missouri.
Special On Tapes & Albums
All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowest Prices In Town.
Large Selection of Country











16" Some 4 Ot
8 Track Rag. 7.95
•
Th. Cole( Iron of7opes and IbUrns rr•
TV 'Service Center






station, will loin more than
9,500 other radio stations
across the country in ob-
serving National Radio Month
during May.
An annual obf.ecyAlec,,,. the
-event is designed to acquaint
the Public with the services
radio provides at -local
r stations throughout the nathin.
It is sponsored by WKMS-FM
and other radio stations and
network members of the
National Association of
Broadcasters.
"Listen to Radio - Hear the
World" is the theme for the
-1978 bbservance. - Special
announcements based on the
- slogan, as well as other
- features explaining National
Radio Month, will be broad-
cast by WKMS-FM throughout
the month of May.
Bruce Smith, WKMS station
,manager,eaid tlw station will
Sponsors-monthong serifs of
programs focusing on the arts,
consistent with its schedule of
--Delights afil--i:W.n-g-eW----.or cultural - and-- fine arts - -
programming. Included will
be local and nationally
produced programs which
examine every aspect of the
arts and celebrate radio's
ability to advance the arts.
WKMS is a nonprofit,
noncommercial station
licensed to Murray State. It is
heard at 91.3 on the FM dial.
Ambiguity.
7 p.m. Options In Education
"Reading the, Writing: How
We Learn" This program
explains how children learn to
read. There is considerable
research on the subject,. and
an increasing concern about
putting the research findings
to work in the clasaroom. We
examine the research and also
the very important role that
parents play in the reading
process.
930 p.m. Across The Border
Part two of "Zen Frisbee", the
final program in. the Mind
Games, Body Games series.
Tuesday, Apr. 25
1 p.m. Afternoon Classics.
The Bernstein-Norton Lee;
tures "The Unanswered
Question" Part 5 entitled The-
20th Century crisis.
7 p.m. Options "Brookings"
The- movers and shakers who
determine public policy in the
U.S. talk over their ideas with
a distinguished journalist.
Wednesday, Apr. 26 =
1 p.m. Afternoon Classics
The Bernstein-Norton Lec-
tures "The Unanswered
Question" Part 6 entitled The
Poetry Of The Earth.
7 p.m. Options "Black
Politicians" Part one of this
broadcast features a talk by
Congressman Parren Mit-
che2:' During part two, Dr.
John McCartney, fsom the
political science department
of Purdue University, and
chairman of the Vanguard
Political Party in the
Bahamas, talks about efforts
to eliminate the differences
between the rich and the poor
in the Bahamas.
Thursday, Apr. 27
7 a.m. CELEBRATION OF
SPRING WKMS celebrates
spring by moving outside for
today's broadcasts. Special
news programs and musical
selections as we broadcast
from the Murray State
quadrangle.
7!.311 p.m. Murray Coalman
Council WKMS News and
Public Affairs Director Jesse
Young provides gavel to gavel
coverage of the regularly























Artherized Huth Sender Center
BARATT'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S. 4th St.
Phone 753-9868
- FOR SALE
40 heavy duty steel parts.bins
36" wide x 30" deep x 8' high
7 adjustable shelves
metal sides and back
'600°
200 Steel reconditioning barrels
$300 ,ea(
in quantities of 20 and up








U. S. Congressman Carroll
Hubbard is expected to ad-
dress the annual spring for- -
- mat banquet of Murry State
University's Sigma Phi Ep-
silon Saturday night at take
flarItttry-TAire-77-
, Faternity members also .
eupect to name . the ..
ceingressemean an honorary
member of the fraternity
during the meeting.
The fraternity banquet
begins at - -545 p.m. with









































































































FASHION SHOW — Among those who will appear in the fashion show, ''Stars 
of the
Future," at the fast Calloway Elementary School on Saturday, April 22, 
at seven p.m., 4
will be. len to right, William Cherry, Bill Etpdson. Ernie Edmondson, 
_Winvy.10_oes,Bob 
Joe Bill Orr, Randy Walker, David Graham, Joe Green, and Keith Skinner. 
This
special fund raising show will be sponsored by the East Parent-Teacher Club.
WASHINGTON (AP)
Former acting FBI director L. 
in prison.
Except to declare their plea,
Patrick Gray III and two other the three stood mute in the__
F 3̀113er---FBI'afficia/1̀  -Illeadeltz-eatiztroonr-ot--- Disti let
innocent of charges they 'judge... charies R. Richey. .
Jehovah's Witnesses from
Western Kentucky and
ByAbigail Van Buren_Southern Indiana -will attend.
Wiciower Pcomiseci 
;re' heedldtiCaattruriraCiaVy Ilighe.""SchOolo•l _lb
--
entitled "Can You Identify. -
The Spirit of The World?,"
Bandarra said. — -
Bandana said that the—
pqhlic is invited to a.ttend tpth
days of this gathering. Sunday -
- - - ---------The-eenteel-lherne will-- be, at 2,00 Tim. Roper -speak 
"Do All Things For The Sake on the subject, "Have Faith In
of the Good News." Lester L. The Good News."
Roper, traveling represen- Randarra said both adultsDEAR ABBY I can't believe that I, a 62-year-old man,
am actually writing a letter to Dear Abby, but I have a tative of the Watchtower Bible and children will enjoy this
problem I cannot solve. How do you or-your consultants and Tract Society, will give gathering which is free to the
(perhaps a minister or psychiatrist) feel about delthEied the opening talk showing how public.
promises? Christians must have an
The situation is aslollows: lam vv.:1-y rnue.Iiiii love with a unselfish interest in .
29 Constelfition _40 Island ft 
• 'violated the civil rights of uLaster they 
marshal's 
takfeinceto .rthoef_
J r uneral - • Ireland 
kinetic-ails-  while searching
:,..,..for members of the Tadical nrocessing, including - -thepiles 49 Policeman -
32 Possess weather Underground in the; ii-iit '
33 Things. in : so Exist 
taking of mug shots and(slang)
taw  
early 1970s. . - fingerpringag, . ,




. be ' sleep 
-J"Lt—DiStrigt-- Felt andhtih: weifeurthmt4svede'39 Part of "to 54 Short -1116"da)."
40 Dawn 55 Female 
Court as hundreds of current through the crowd of current
goddess sheep: 
and former FBI agents and former FBI agents. "All 1
60-year-old widow. I- am a Wicrotver. -0iir-thildren are welfare of others,Said George. In the Pacific states region,
grown and independent. This widow and I 6oth had good
and faithful spouses. I lost mine two years ago, and she lost tative.
Bandarra, local represen- that includes Washington, Ore-
gon, California; Hawaii and
hers three years ago. We met by accident. Neither:of us Alaska, trucks are often, Used
was looking for anyone.' _ 
"The two days of instructiOn
deathbed, asked me to promise her that I would never Me If I Did Not Declare the
win highlight ATail Paul's 
for P_ersunal transportation.
Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota,
-- After keeping steadytoinesanYlora-Year, yeikeTivry ReSidents of rich farmland
much in love and want to marry. However, my wife, on her words at I Cor. 9.16-18, 'Woe Is states, such as Minnesota,
marry again. I made that promise, and now I feel guilty Good News: The benefits to . south Dakota, Nebraska and
because I want to marry. What obligation have I to a dead the people in general ac- Kansas however, use the truck
spouse, and what should I do? complished by the declaration mainly as an agricultural
• FEELING GUILTY -work will be highlighted with a hide, says the Motor - Vehicle 1
DUI FEELIStel7kir-si,- Shed- those guilt feelings. talk and demonstrations Manufacturer's Association.
Deathbed promises are almost -always hi/1de under
emotionally charged circumstances. Your only obligation is
tei yourself. Go ahead and marry the lady,end the afismair
the better. Life is for living. 
.
DEAR ABBY: I haiff=e-hirffe-r .
recently to which ----of my relatives '-ere invited. (One
was MY mother.)
The tywas scheduled ,for 13:30.-At 6,2fi my--mother. ':-
arriVe with a giant pot of turkey soup. I was_caught by
surprise. My dinner was already prepared and there was
no way I could have served my mother's turkey soup. For
one thing, I don't have enough soup bowls or soup spoons
to Serve 12, and even if I had, turkey soup wouldn't have
been appropriate With the meal_
. I politely told my mother that I would put her turkey
soup away and save it kr another, time. She was miffed
and let me. know it. Was .1 wrong, Abby? She iceeps
gathered outside in support of ;4 1 PIeposthon 56 Condensed can say is God Bless brioging it up to me that (-w;;idn't let her serve her
44 The sett moisture the three defendants. ' .,everyone," he said. turkey soup. How can I make amends for my gross error?
46 River in 59 Three- ' • - Gray, Edward S. lVfiiler- Ed Morgan, speaking for the . IN THE SOUP.DOWN SOUTH.. Germany toed sloth formr assistant director of,- ------•. .. .. Society of Former -Special DEAR 1144..You Weisset' wrong. Tell your mother you
the FBI's domestic "p' - 
k
bt 
en. ,- said the agents gobbled up het-turkey noun later and it was ctelicious.
telligence division, and W. 
s . -
appeared outside the cOur-
Mark Felt, a former acting th e with "profound sorrow 
DEAR ABBY: Our car was damaged by a drunken
associate director._ were  that this tiay has _vv....driver_ who-work-a at-the same factory as my hir3hancl. The
.released wit-hoot bond. _.... , • . - . - estimated cost of having it 'repaired -is $700.
- The three have b-een- My husband didn't want to have the other man booked
pass.' .
charged with unlawfully or- •• report 
drun„ ken._ driving, so instead of calling the police to
---- Your 
lifetime of dedication it right away, my husban,4 called the man's wife to
dering brakeins of private to law enforcment, to the .. take him .home and sober hit; up.
homes while the btareau was cause of jutice and to the - 
.
The Wife couldn't sober him up, so she Came back to the
trying to locate members of security of this land bespeaks scene of the accident and told the police that she was the
the Weather underground your character." Morgan driver of the car, instead of her husband. My husband
between December, 1972 and said, aiming his remarks at backed her up. -




NOIRA - - -
II
I KNOW A WAN'
TO MAKE YOLi GO TO
v1973.The homes belongetl-- the three (iefendants. My husband and I have.__12eanoutz
--='tnielattyes-aritartitra announcing the indict- about this. I told IIinrthat1le was dead-wrong to have
of members of the radical ments last week, Attorney agreed to such a thing-the police should have been
General Griffin Bell said he" notified at . once., and if they booked the other mein for>
decided that criminal
drunk driving, it might,_ teach-him a good lesson. I don't
prosecution should be brought 
t}hiinlicdrunken drivers should be protected. What do youo
at the highest level of I DISGUSTED
authority. DEAR DISGUSTED: I'm with you. Not only is the
drunken driver now free to repeat the offense land'
possibly 'cause a more serious accident), but also your







ConvictiOn on the single
count of conspiracy to violate
citizens' civil rights carries a





/ DO Lie() GivE
CREDIT FOR THREE
-OUT OF FOUR-
7 HE HA5 A
TENDENCY TO
EAT ANYTHIN




If you put off writing letters because you -don't know
what to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters
For All Occasions." Send $I and a loag, stamped (24 cents)
envelope to Abliy-7 132 Lasky Detve.-Ireverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
WASHINGTON (AP)
School cafeterias would have
to delay selling candy,
chewing gum, soft drinks and
other snacks until all meals
for the day have been served if
a new Agriculture Depart-
ment proposal is On tea 
We are proposing to
prohibit the sale of these foods
because we believe they have
- -contributed toe-dedine
consumption of nutritious.
foods in school and to reduced
participation in the school
lunch and breakfast
programs," Assistant
Secretary Carol Foreman said
today in a spet.ch prepared for.*
the Newspaper Food Editors
and Writer .4 Association in San
Jose, Calif.
In general, the foods that
would be prohibited from sale
before the final meal include
candy, -soda drinks, frozen
desserts and chewing gurn.
The proposal is _aimed at
eliminating the sale of sweets
that are not part of the regular
school cafeteria menus for
lieskfast or lunch.
The department ad-
ministers all child nutrition
programs, including school
lunches and breakfasts. About
15 million puprOf are served
daily under the school lunch
program.
Walter Reed, director of
public relations for the
National Automatic Mer-
chandising Association, said
in an interview froni Chicago
that "we have no interest" in
competing with schools which
Nee* thitits :
= fig old the tntlustryjisoften.'
.'wrohgfully accused" of
enticing children to gorge
themselves on snack food
Ogle ignoring or eating only'
part of their cafeteria meals.
Reed said a 197$ association
survey of schools in 10 states
showed that vending
machines provided an •
average of 3.5 candy bars and
3 soft drinks per student each
month.
DE VI LOPID a PRINTED
















































































































o o mar e in me I
COLOR PORTRAITS,
--bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from aoy
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
-4 10.52.40. Fast service.
- Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free _parking






Deluxe bus. Call Ruth
Blackwood, Tour
Representative, Penn-
yrile Tours after 5
p.m. 753-2827 or write


































Care '  753-6622
Poison Control . .  753-7510
Senior Citirerrs . .  
Needime  75111118 


























The City of Murray will accept sealed bids for
the sale of one (1)19'73 Ford 4.door sedan, vinyl'
top, steering, brakes /a aie,-460 cubic inclivotor.
Vehicle maybe inspected at City Hall Building,


















.._ business. Must be able






resume of past ex-
perience and salary
requirements to Box 93,
Morley,  • - •
EXPERIENCED
-„,s1 -111• Anechanic,and front end_-
6 Help Wanted
N,EED MATURE •worrian
to care for two children,




real, future. For am-
bitious people Could be





duties. Send resume to




position with loeal firm.  
Person hired must
possess skills in ledger
entries, payroll, etc.,
and respect the con-
fidentially of position. ,
Degree or associate
degree Preferred but not
necessary. Ability to
work closely with and
I get along well with
others a definite plus. -
Slarlifig salary
comensurate with
man. Must have own fringes including ,,
tools and be bondable. -hospitalization-major- 4at-vortrsorc aro
Apply. in -person ' medical insurance.requitiliad chock th•
"4 • - Gdodyear Service Store. Interested personsfast insernion 0 WI for •_
should mail application7corr•ction • this
WANTE9--- - duding_brief i.keasaaai  _wwspop 
Fain ru de history, complete-..-retsponsible for only ..., servicing
inboard, outboard. resume of past ex-
'-fattoe sHouto If Contact Sportsman perience and salary
Marina at Johnathap expectations to , P. q.




MEDIA TELY SO. • PLEASE
CHECK YOUR AD
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY




Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone 753-3128.
PUBLIC HEARING
The Mayor and' Common Council w hold a
Public Hearing on the temporary closing of ap-
prpate.1,y 110' of Payne Street at the Western
end, and between the 14th and 15th blocks, on
April 27, 1978. The hearing will be held at 7:30 p.
m. in the City Hall Bldg, in the Council Cham-




• The (executive) of the city/county) of Hazel will
-.hold a public hearing at the City Hall, Hazel, Ky., at
7 p.m. May 4, 1978 for the purpose of obtaining writ-
ten and oral comments of citizens regarding uses of
Revenue Sharing funds as proposed in the annual
budget in the amount of $3,000.00. All -interested
citizens, senior citizens, and organizations
representing the interests of senior citizens are en-
couraged to attend and submit their comments.
1978-79 City of Murray Motor Vehicle License
(city stickers), Business License, Dog License &
Motorcycle License are now on sale at the City
Clerk's Office, City Hall Building, South &
Poplar Streets. License expire on May 1, 1978
-and-if not renewedisrMay31, 1978,-a t9 rent -
penalty will be added to the purchase price. •
Jo Crass
City Clerk
  - FREI --
Nearing Aid
-Service Center




- Sefton, of Bestow
Benton, Ky. Ph. 527-8463
BIBLE FACTS INC.
Jesutitates in Matthew
7:15, 16: "Beware of
false prophets, which
come to you in sheep's
clothing, but inwardly
they are ravening
wolves. Ye shall know
them by their fruits. Do
men gather grapes of
thorns, or figs of
thistles?" Think about
it! For- Bible- study-----





its sales force. ,Would
like responsible person
to represent us in this
















strate top quality toys
and gifts. Call collect
to Ann Baxter, 319-556-
8881, or write MERRI-
MAC, 801 Jackson,
Dubuque, Iowa 52001
PART TIME help, nights.




1-2 days week per-
manent  and college
-46-derif -or anyone to
clean windows. Call 753-
7447.
NOW OPEN Tuesday- WAITRESS WANTED.
Sunday for your dining Gallimore Restaurant,
pleasure. Cypress call 492-9785.
Springs Restaurant on  





Notice is hereby given that a Citizen Par-
ticipation Plan has been duly adopted for the ad-
ministration of Community Development
programs in the City of Murray by the Comtnon
CounciL A draft of the Plan was reviewed at the
.April 3, 1978 Pablic Hearing: held at the Douglas
l'ommunity center. . All comments and
suggestions made by the poetic were considered
in preparing the final Plan for official approval.
The Citizen Participation Plan is in effect as of
April 13, 1978.
Would you Ike to Oda





Bus driver for April la
Bill Crick, 489-2521.
•
NOTICE OF VACANCY ON
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
Notice is hereby given that a vacancy exists on
the Calloway County Conservation District Board of
Supervisors due to the death of Paul Blalock,
Nominaking_ petitions will be accepted to fill this
unexpired term for the next (0) thiAy day* at the
•Galloway County Conservation District Office
located in Bel Air Shopping Center. The nominating
petitions must bear the signattiret and addresses of 4\•
....*.anniment et tail twenty-five.lendowriers living
Within this district. Blank petitions are Available at
die District Office.
The district will submit all petitions received to
the Kentucky Conservation Commission in Frank-





Murray, Ky. Call 753-
1272.




Aid Sales. Free Service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Fleltone of Benton, 1200






or; 12 r South it now open
Wedge:day Hire
Saturday Noon
Gliindo McNutt. owner -
operator, InyiN•s you to









with people; willing to
learn new skills. Send





















































electric cook stove. Like
new. Moving must sell.
Call 489-2373 or 753-9924..
WANTED FULL TIME
summer office work.
Available May 8 -
August 26. Contact 437-
4592 after 4 p.m. for
1111 .
10 Bobine.,s Opportunity




NOT HAVE TO INVEST A. _
LOT OF MONEY
.11•• 110 undo- Help Inanted-
ESTABLISHED lucrative
retail clothing business
- for sale. Guaranteed
• income. Priced to sell.
Call 753-7403.
BURGER QUEEN seeds
full time and port time
help, mole and female
for days and nights.
hint bewhirteeitork oer-
weelioadit, awe be 18
es aidew,Ale otkers peed .
apply. No piton calk --
Apply in person Ink
-don't apply Imam -fl




BURGERS - Now taking
applications for
cashiers, counter, help,
grill cooks and- MI--
phases of restaurant
work. Apply at Holiday
In Tuesday and
Wednesday, April 25 and
26 between 8 a.m. - 6









FULL AND PART time,
cooks and car hops.
Days or nights. Apply in
person;Sontr DrPire-in
COOKS AND dishwashers
needed. Apply in person
Triangle Inn, South 12th
Street.
• 






Swag» • part of unwire oil
ienthout bee^s aceray.a.-
vetoed en tiee .....Neessessee.




E ow mono" nod co Lawn
ConsiMiwo. Poo Arms In
anall•OL
VACATKIOr rat




Only Woo MO mn•••••• n. .1




•Priolion Wm.." us moo
non asponsivaj..- what











and duck. Pay above
Astaritek price. Write
--Country Bedding, Route
-I, Box 13, Alm°, Ky. Call
753-7462 after 5 p.m.
WANTED STANDING
timber. We pay top
prices on good quality
timber and will pay cash
or percentage your





amount. Write to Robert




timber. We pay- top
prices -en -good qoality
timber and will pay cash
or percentage your
choice. Call after 6 p.m.
502-489-2334.
SMALL ALUMINUM flat
bottom boat or canoe.





weeks old. Call 767-2921
after 9 p.m.
USED BABY BED with
mattress. Call 753-9315.
WANTED WHITE oak
and walnut veneer. Will
buy cut or stane'ng.,
small or large trac'r Call
Mel Rhodes, 1-502-527-
1630.
15 Articles For Sale
FOR SALE: Nails - 8, 10,
16 CC Sinkers - 50 lb. box
$12.95. Styrirfoam In-
sulation- 1/2" 4 x 8 -$2.40,
1" 4 x 8 - $4.80. Particle
Board - '4" 4 x, 8 -$3.40.
Plywood - 'A" 4 x. 1
%" 4 x 8 -
%""41  x' - $10.00.frk-
. tenor Siding -4 x 8- $8.00
up.•Precut 2 x 4's 89
cents ea. Shingles - No. 1
$18.75 per sq. Shower
Stalls - $125.00 'ea.
Cabinet Fronts - $12.00
ea. Paneling - 80
selections of 4 xl.sheets
from $2.75 to $11.00.
Vanities from $45.00 ande.
up. Ross & Tuck Salvage
Mdse.. • hr. Privy: 45, I
mi. So. Martin, Tn.
. Phone: 587-2420 Martin, -
Tn. 38237. Open on Sat.
until 3:00 p.m.
TILLERS chain drive, :5
h.p. B and S engine.




blades: Your choice 26",






charge. Over 150 pat-
terns and colors, 15 per _
cent Off month of April.
P.N. Hirsch & Co. 753-
9779.
WE BUY ANDSEIA, used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
50 USED refrigerators in
stock, $50 to $125. Also
apartment size stove,
used furniture. 25 used
air conditioners, $75 to
$100. Used school desks,
$3.00 a piece. Used
T.V.s. Call 759-4895.
ONE G.E. refrigerator
and cultivator for small
garden tractor. Call 753-
1261 or 759-4088.
ARIENS -ROT0--tiller-.---
Four h.p. motor. Used 3
seasons. Eicellent
condition. Also heavy
duty rubber tired wheel '
barrOW.-Cail-
AIR CONDMONERS.




Marble, South 9th. Cali--
753-5719.
FRIGIDAIRE range, two
piece living room suite.
Sewing machine. 1960 F
800 Ford truck with




kinds of greeting cards,
(church groups
welcome to buy), Call









tractor, 36" mower, Two
years old. Excellent
condition. $300. Call 753-






makes queen size bed.
Maple deacons bench
and cushion, matching
round table cloth. Lamp,
recliner, two stools and
coffee table, all for $299.
In good condition.
Round oak table' with
pedestal, refinished.
$100. Niee pliie chest of










sports weight yarns at ...
1/2 price, to make room




sports weight. NOW in
stock - many new kits






napkins and quilt tops,
baby or fingering yarn.
Full line of acc:%vries, •
for each needreart.."
Needlepoint lessons -
cost of materials only.
Information call 753-
3855. • Chapel Rd, 1-354-6644.
SEWING MACHINE to
Cabinet, sews perfect
Full cash price, $39.50.
Call Martha Hopper,
554-8619.
19 Farm Equipment 




--.---and tomato sticks. Call
4894/16.
• 1975 INTERNATIONAL
fartn tractor. 820 hours.
PS and PSW, A-1 con-
dition. WD Allis
Chalmer, plow, disc and
mower. Good condition.
Call 753-7833 or 753-4661:'
HEAVY DUTY 6 ft. disc.
Three point hookup and
826" cutting disc. Call
753-5894 after 5430 p.m.
IV AC wheel disc with
outer-ram, two row case
rotary tioe, 6 row boom
_ spray with 7 roller
pump. New Holland hay
COnditioner. The above




• diesel tractor freshly
overhauled, new battery
plus bushog, $1875. Steel
tirecl-wagen, • with. run-
ning gear, $50. Contact
Paul Anderson, Route 5,
Bentbn, Ky. Highway
408 Corner of Salem
NOTICE
- Mini Warehouse space available, large 13' x 24'
or 14' x 24'. 10' x 10' doors, ceiling over 12' high,
large enough for almost any job. Ideal for a
• house full of furniture.
Call Days 753-3744
Nights 753-711S
NAVE YON ALWAYS WAREN -
.., A FARM 1111 STILL BE
CLOSE TO TOWN?
See These Beautiful Home Sites 3 Miles From Town
*saw hem 3 acres or more
• Itestrichmi or
• iliesid•atisi development only, as balloon emil mabia hum
'WWI weer
effitityin•ii fred•••
Fer Sale Si Owner
753-8355
Help
8 H.P. AMF riding lawn




suite, solid pecan. Si
chairs, cane backed. -
Call 753-6022 after 6 p.m.-
Division merchandise
manager. Good benefits, vacation,
profit sharing, good working con-
ditions, experience preferred.
Apply_m_person-at---Reses






is now accepting applications for
Hourly Employees
ust be y4iilling to work any of three shifts and be able to perform a
• riety of Job skills Persons Interested should apply in person of the
personnel office of
The Tappan Company
Appliance group Murray Operations
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Monday through Saturday
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F
I •
".•-••••"
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Runabout and trailer
• with a 40 h.p. Evinrude
motor. Very nice. $600.
• -C111 768-6918 or.753-6754.
BARGAIN - FULL set
mens matched Spalding
_golf_slubs with wheeled
- cart • ,bag. Excellent
condition. $85. Call 492-
' 8158.
:1971_ BowmAN,
runabout with 75 h.p.
Johnson motor and
...;trailer. Good. $800. Also
25' pontoon boat with
Mercury Mark 55 motor,
. 3 h.p. gas trolling motor-
'iM 10 electric -
!-trolling motor. Swivel
'-.'Seats on front deck for
--fishing, $700. Tandum 
•'trailer available for
!hauling,- '$400.- "Call 436-
5548.
__1974 15' FIBERGLASS
bass boat. 197-4 70 h.p.
' Evinende motor, trolling
. motor, 2 gas tanks, two
ipotlight and
. anchor. $1850. Call 436-
5427.
14' ALUMINUM fishing
boat with trailer. 20 h.p.
Mercury motor., Call
: 489-2490. '
716 FT. CATAMARAN sail
boat. 27 ft. mast With
main and jib sail. Call
753-1313, 753-3125 or 753-
:4UST SELL .277 _49110------ -
• ift demonstrator'. One
sr` equipped 460 Ford-
-- --te- engine, one equipped 454
Chevrolet engine. With
Warranty. Edwards















• FISHING - boat with.
accessories. 20 h.p
Johnson motor, trailer




SIBLE party to take
over small monthly
payment on 6 months old
W'urlitzer piano J and B
Music, 753-7575 a
BALDWIN PIANOS and..,. 
- atai-iiiiad •
Lonardo Piano Co., •











LAWN MOWERS 312 h.p.
'22" cut. B and S engine.
$88.88. Wallin - Hard-
ware, Paris.
12 x 1111 MOBILE bonze,
nevi y • carpe •.• a
753-7236 after 430. p.m.
MOBILF. HOME spaces











Murray, . Ky. Ap-
plications now being









" NOW LEASING new 2
hedroom duplex, central
heat and air, carpeted.
couples only. Call 753-
-- /1087 after-5-pTrry,
YARD SALE, 641 North.








Bargain Barn 13th and





trunk, ladies and girls
- clothing, Avon bottles,
stereo, trolling motor,
miscellaneous items.
GARAGE , SALE '
Saturday,: 114 p.m. 1111_
• Spruce Street Clothing,
childrens clothes, size
, 1648, ladies clothes,
dishwaer and bar.
t rOWT -LAVE;
Saturday April 22. 9-5.
. Boys clothing, size 16-20,
merle and worn ens
Furnitiire, smog, àp-
pliances, "ete One. Mile
West of Stella on 12h In




Available May 12. Two
• bedroom, kitchen, living
room and den Call 753-
8355.
FURNISHED • APART-
MENT for rent. Can he




YAkD SALE, Saturday 8-
? North 70 Extended.
Go' through Murray




glassware • odds, and
ends. Cancelled in case
of rain.








shopping. Priced to sell
fast - 30's. Phone CONVENIENT
Kopperud Realty, 753- LOCATION - Walk
1222 for courteous, across the street to the
reliable real estate university from this
'service. ' well-kept older home
with ipree bedrooms,
ANOTHER NEW. two baths; central gas
•LISTING - Roomy 37 hear . -a- - half
bedroom home On biserniiit. There is also
acre lot only minutes an extra plus with .a
from city limits. Home three room upstairs
features study, 142 apartment with outside
baths, central heat and entrance.. If you are
air; 2 Car attached looking for a house
- garage. Lot has nice priced in the mid forties
shrubs and trees, in- that is convenient to the
cluding some fruit trees, university call us today.
and fenced backyard. Phone Kopperud Realty,
_ Phone Kopperud Iteady4_711151anytime.
  7.43-1992- • er - • --
conveniently located -
office at 711' Main.
South 12th at Se co mor•
TELEPHONE 753-1051
A TOUCH of _Nature
• r r oori
beautifully kept brick on „
picturesque 2 -
lot...Some of the special- REAL ESTATE
fillitures_ of this imam:: ••
are. beautiful built-in Teal 
kitchen, fireplace- -with Pr 
With TIM Friendly Tamer•
YARD SALE, household
items, • china, Poodles
and Peek-A-Poos. Exam,
3:30 Friday afternoon
till 5:30 Saturday night. •
Call 753,6607.
washer dryer hookup, 
carpet.al he1t--GARAGE SALE, 1904
and air. Call 753-7550 Gatesborough. April 21
and 22-
1973 14 x 64 Peerless,
central air. ,gas heat,
washer . and dryer.--
Underpinned. Call .
between 7 p.m. and-W30-
p.m 753-4158. 
New listing 3 mi. from Murray. Brick veneer,
over I acre on blacktop road. Call for more in-




Fermi Simuleet 1531171 • 'dim %Ili 753-1111
Black's
Decorating Center
101 South 4th, Murray
is happy to aluminise
Ruby Duncan
Decorating Center. She has 12 years es-
, ST( 1101105.
4")t------j-, - ' I rii. - I p.m. /
Monday, Wednesday. Friday





_.far- rent, bath. 1100.00
----014E--month. Everything
fuenished except
- electric bill. 209 Walnut








ment, Solith 16th Street,
Y53-6609.
FOR RENT 100 acres for

















Also female (7ollie free
to good home. Call 1-527-
AKC REGISTERED
..miniatare Schnauzer,
175. Three months old.
Call 753-7506, or can be




22nd In basement at 223
South 11th.




OF INTEREST to antique
. dealers, :Audioa Sale
•Appil 22nd at.1 o'cloci_at
Itucy's
home The braise is alto
for sale, willshow at any
time. turn right at Bucy
Grocery, watch for
auction signs Cail 753-
6402.
heatalator for winter
months, 22 x 15 patio for
summer .cook-outs...and
much, much more! May
we show you toy? Call
753-1492 'or 753-1499
1,4siret1Ai Jobs Realtors.
NEW LISTING 35 acres
all fenced .with road
frontage on 3 sides.
Includes 30 tendable
acres, stock barn and
ponds. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for
more information _ 
WATER FRONT and
lakeview lot in a
plreetige restricted area.
GARAGE SALE, 'Friday, ales a few five acre.
8-12. Saturday 8-2. 1707 parcels on. one
Johnson (Off Doran from lake. Cat John C.
Rd. >. boys clothes t sizes__ . _Neubauer, realtor, 506-
6-12>,ladies f sizes 10- ----MAW 




YARD, SALE, 1711 W.
Olive. 9:00 till ?
Saturday.
YARD SALE. Furniture,




machine, etc. Go High-,
way 94 West to Highway
783 South then .8 mile on
left. Starts Sunday. 9
am. ends Monday 6:30
p.m.
Purdom & Thurman




• ACR1W LOTS for rent
or sale $30 per month.
• City water and sewage.
Roberts Estates, 3 miles
East of Murray. Call
753-3745.
JUST LISTED... .Extra vat home in Westwood Su
division. Home contains 3 bedrooms Pos baths,
hination kitchen and family room, living room an
roomy utility room. Price... Mid 830's. Call Purdom an
Thurman 753-4451 today for an appointment. Also
17v2 acres on N. 4th St.
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
mai., Located Southude Court Squire
miens open Daily Monday SIOUrdlly
Crtm..“0141
n/Wo/ Phone 753-4451
*abet Welh-lithee Sermt VII thaw Cillorti (11.1^t, P. •
Lakeway. Shores year round home - beautiful
view oveaooking water - sundeck )atin, garage
- boat storage --tastefully landscaped large lot.
'Lapel tcrw Mataystdo il' road frontage.












stairs, 56,x 20 comb. 2
bedrooms upstairs, &
3 baths. This house is










!!Love This House!! It's
located in walking
. distance of shopping
centers, grocery stores
-- and school. .3 bedroom
brick with rec room and
den, fenced in brick and
wood patio, priced in the
30's...Can't wait to tell
you more about it. Call







Your Key P•944 _
In Real istota"
753-7724 -
901 Sycamore Murray, Ay.
70 ACRES FOR SALE -
just listed. Property has
35 tendable acres, some
timber and lots of
scenic, private building
sitars. Drive down your
own winding lane to a
choice building spot
• overlooking 'forest and
_meadows. Realistically
___pricad,_31n. Phone us
today for more in-
















on 2 lots just minutes -
from the lake. Central
electric plus wood
burning stove. 2.
bedroom, 1 bath, living
room, beautiful.
screened porch for those
summer breezes. Priced





Untie MHz Stopping [eater




Moody Realty Co. 901-
642-5093, Bill Moody 642-
6092.
IN SEARCH of ... a
summer retreat' We
have lake property




Subdivision . lots and
homes. Make an in- .
vestment your whole






















It (XX C ASTI , new









With The Friendly Tonere'
You've tried
everything you know
and y6ur house Stilt
hasn't sold. Why not
do it the "easy way"
DIAL 753-8080 and




aeres, near . Oaks
Country Club. Excellent ----s
development property
36 acres near city limits




















•-space. Located on I




-hitches. with lets 0 prices. CenU'sl water
43e24 -
demoted aressamm ties- ,
morel beet end ea. Per. 45. Farms For Sale
f "1 fee kin' u'ay'  SELLING LAND anessre lett tkiet le this ow .... cattle, 
pt awe-
s ---4---- 
i v t a .es newly
-fenced. ontinuous
I:fts*.ttstSi 770 creekwzer. Bound on
--Mmians---Ixtre mica-don South by 121 Highway,
• -1"°' bleb bebk • on East by county road.
inawf knee- birits PI": 
o 
Registered polle
enanim Ws en 
d.Alliallt•as meldies mei.
r Hereford cows and bred. try, MN 1.
------'-eieset7ihresisieet. Coiled heifers. - Call 436-5324.
▪ dr. amity eel*
beeliesil;$48.en. 28 ACRES 3 miles S.W. of







Hewed and reedy. Op te. 12 it 24. Abe bare 4304,
taw mhos, oar pNUIver 1,11Unts, pre-ret cetnAtteW reedy
leeetweible up te 24 z Or, Ow best for less •
CUSTOM-BUILTPORTABLE BWLDINGS
1973-P0,1618 Grand Prix', all the extras, new air
trade - "
1976. aterrolat Wagaikalktbe extras,-ex-
tra clean:
1974 Mercury, doublepower and air, extra clean.
1972 Chevrolet Kingswood Estate 9 passenger
wagon, new car trade in.
1971 Vega wagon, a little ruff but ready.
1971 Dod9a Moneco 4 door, double power and air, .
extra nice.
Some Derhonstrators at Big Savings!
Good clean used cars needed
Highest Trade Ins
Previous Owners
naine and address on Windshield
All like new in appearance and quality
77 Continental Mark V
76 Continental Mark IV
75 'Continental ',Ark IV
77 Pontiac Sun Bird
76 Dodge Charger Coupe
1,77 Toyota Celica liftback
fl Datsun 8210, 2 door
76 Toyota Celico, 2 door
76 Datsun 8210 Coupe
75 Datsun 8210 Hatch Bock
75 Toyota Corolla, 2,s1oor
75 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door
75 Chevrolet Monte Carlo
74 Chevrolet' Caprice Classic, 410
74 AMC Hornet, 2 door
75 Chevrolet El Camino
75 Ford Ranchero, 20,000 miles .
77 Toyota Pickup SR5
76 Toyota Pickup, automatic, air
75 Toyota Pickup, long bed
74 Toyota Pickup, air conditioner
72 Toyota Corollo Station Wagon •
Your franchised dealer for
Lincoln, Mercury, Toyota, GMC Trucks
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45 Farms For Sale
50 ACRE FARM located 2
Mires West of Murray on
Johnny Robertson Rd.
Call 753-5532.
46. Homes For Sale
THREE BEDRO.OM
brick home with garage





bedroom, 21/ bath house
in Canterbury. Central
heat and air,-fireplace,
lots of cloSet plus many
extras. See to ap-
preciate call 753-3903.
HOUSE WITH 12 . acres
land, extra nice. Two
bedroom bricks shop.
Other outbuilding.
Priced to sell. Call 753-
04.30 or 753-8131.
46 Homes For Safe
'THREE BEDROOM
brick home, living room,
dining room, kitchen,
den, utility room. Bath
and half. Call" 753-6402




HONDA CB 360T. Brand
new, 1976. 150 miles. Call
753-4112 or 759-1200.
carburator. Power
---nateering, ail', rails, extra
. sharp. Good tires.
12,000. Call 753-3807.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1975 LTD, 9,000 actual
. miles. Call 753-4330.
1973 CHEVELLE 350
engine, automatic in
floor, blue with blue
interior. Swivel bucket
seats, steering,- brakes
and air. $1350. Call 435-
4237. -
125 PENTON motor cross
bike, very good con-
dition. Call 753-0784 after
4 p.M.
1974 125 YAMAHA MX,
extra fast. Good knobby
tires. Call 4354,129.
1971 HONDA- 350, 12,000
actual miles. /350, Call
753-4029.





1 1-2 attached garage,
fireplace, electric heat
and carpeted, Insulated, 
storm- windows and
doors, patio, 80 x 70 ft.,
shaded yard. $25,000.
Owner Russell „Nash,
Route 2, Box 122,
Springville, TN 1401-
593-3001.
- NICE TWO BEDROOM
house, bath, utility, on
• Gilbert Street in Hazel.
Wall to wall carpet, good
garden, will sell with or
without furniture. Call
492-8555.
• COUNTY ESTATE city
convenieaces miles
frOM Mr Malts. 3.3
acres of privacy:.
Private lake. Beautiful
wood park area, barn
suitable for horses, shop
and storage- building,
large 2 bedrocan_house,
fully carpeted lots of
closets and. cabinets
Contractor will expand
to 3 or 4 bedroom to
your specifications with
.ronunitment. Priced in
low's 40's Call 753-9850.
HOME FOR SALE 4 Year
old 3 bedroom, 2 full
baths, dishwasher,
electric, stove, part







1973 HONDA 175, $200
Call 759-1D71.
1977 'HARLEY DAVISON
1200 Super Glide. $2850.
Call 767-6539 or 395-4329.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
• 1972 LINCOLN Con-
tinental, looks good and
is good. Call- 753-5532.
1974 MONTE CARLO.
Black on black on black.
Call 435-4429.
1969 DODGE DART GTS,
$250. Call after 6. 753-
6346.
1974 CHEVROLET






Call 753-4828 after 4 p.m.
FOR SALE - 1967
Chevrolet short wheel
base pickup truck, low
' mileage, good condition.
'' Call 753-3917 after 5:00.
1973 BUICK ELECTRA, 4
door. Days call 753-1953,
night 759-1713.
19_72 MERCURY
Marquis, 4 door, air,
electric, power, fine
condition. Call 7534432.
Away From It All - Launch your own boat and fish till
night falls, then retire to your own neat dean cottage or




Loretta lobs-753-6079 Judy Johnston-437-4446
Helen Spann-753-8579 Bill Payne-753-9794
Brenda Jones-753-8668 Glenda Smith-753-1499
Amos McCarty-753-2249
_1972 EL CAMINO truck-,
350 cu in with 2 barrel
1964 CORVA IR can-
vertible, 110 engine, 4














Lots of extras. Call 753-
2858 after 4 p.m.
1977 FOUR WHEEL drive
Chevrolet. % ton. Power.








new. Call 753-2482 after 5
p.rn.
DUNE BUGGY With mag
wheels, top side cur-
tains. Also 1975 Honda
400-4 SS. Call 753-5923,
MY PERSONAL car
1971 Olds. Red, black
interior, fully equipped.
Moving out of stale.




Good condition - ideal
camping vehicle.
Inquire at 605 Main
Street, Boone Cleaners.
1976 PINTO, excellent
condition. Silver. Can be













time, so it's time to call
the Professionals. Call
us today for a free
estimate, Ser-
Vicemaster the cleaning
people who care, 753-
0259.
51. Services Offered
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field








SEPTIC. TANK PUM-needs. Call Jackson
PING. Residential andPurchase ',Insulation,
759-10.
' commercial. Rex Camp
753-5933.
WANT TO CARE for
elderly lady, $300.00 per
month. Phone *527-9073
or 1200 Longview Drive.
--(C 1978 kindly?! Feature Syndicate. inc. - .STILACVS,.....CARRET
 Cleaning- Services..
'I'VE 5aEN•13ENCHED 131/4? A LONG Reasonable rates. Free
13ALL. HITTING GIRL. cEwreR FIELPET:0 estimates. We take





1973 GREMLA - 6'41.
straight shift _ gets _27





NICE 8' TRUCK camper.
Sleeps 4, -range-, oven,
pottie, double sink.
$1075. Call 753-1566 or
753-4599.
WHITES CAMPER
Ski-ES - Your friendly
Starcraft dealer. Travel
trailers, poll Os, used
campers and toppers.
All at discount prices.
Complete line of parts
and accessories. We
service whit we sell.
Open Monday-Saturday,
7 a.m. till ? Sunday,
12:30 until 6 p.m. East 94
Highway 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605.
WESTERN KY. Travel
Trailer Sales and Ser-
vice, Route 68 and 1-24,
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-522-
8507.
1972 16' TRAVEL trailer
Slumber Wagon. Extra
clean'. Call 753.6345 or
753-5273, ask for Paul
Garland.
16' CAMPER Man.-0-




Call 753-8681 after 5:00 p.
m.
- .
51,000 miles. Call 436-
5970 after 5 p.m.
1976 GRAND PRIX. One
owner. /2,000 miles. Call
753-4330.
1961 FALCON, clean'
looks and runs good. Gas
saver. $450. Call 753-
8120.




make offer. Call 436-
5548.
1973 VEGA GT, air




Just listed this attractive 3 bedroom, 1 1'2 bath
home on. 44 acre lot minutes from. town. Home
features study, central heat and air, and at-
tached 2-car garage. Lot has nice shurbs and
trees, including some.fruit trees and fenced





Gear fiallailtar 753$1 29 Geri Andersen 753-71fli •





windows and seats. Call
after 5:00 at 753-5286.
1967 VOLVO 122. New
tires. $650. Call 753-9371.
1973 FORD F-160 Pickup
1 
Truck - , automatic
transmission - 26,000
actual miles. Nice and
" clean - long wheelbase





dition, $1295. 1973 Pinto
Squire wagon,
4.14DIDAtic with air,
ialar Ores, KIM. MT(
, 
1967 C'HEVY Pick up
If tick , 6 cylinder,
standard transmission,
long bed, real nice. Good
rufining condition. $950
• Call 753-1877 or 753-7974.
FOR SALE
3 I Ft Motor Home
Olds. Contr.:.', Austilary
Gas Tank, Front Seat
AIM Rests, Sun Visors,
Driver's Privacy Cur-
tain, Rear Privacy Cw-
bin with neck, Spare









verter aid charger 4E5,
Microflvav• oven,
AMIF-41 Stereo wills
tape deck,' TV Antenna,
Central Vacuum
Cleaner. CB. Radio. Coll




exterior. Also dry wall






No costly footings or
foundations. 100 percent
fireproof masonary
product. Less 1111rn the -
cost ot flatus& stone.
Use for interior or ex-
terior. An excellent de-
it-yourself project or we





Term. 38242. Phone 901-
642-1328.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
qr land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.. -









Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN
• IN by Sears save on
these high heat and






roofs sealed Call Jack










Valley 355-A38 or 328-
8567. •
pride in our work. Call,
coiled .lor. _ 
size Call 753-8328 after









on YOUR septic tank 3.
and backhoe work needs.
Also septic talk-
cleaning. Call John Lane.








TRICAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.





, dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call
-write Morgan Con-
structiOn Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.






Custom Carpet ' Care,
753-1335.
FENGE SALES at Sears
noW. Call ,Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.
NEED A SPEAKER?





100 speakers and 350








42071. (502) 762-2798. • -
Si Services Offered











Company Inc. Air con-
dition sales and sec-




FREE FOUR cute Collie
wC51111AlitVIVii-h-
black .marking. Very
alert and playful. Call








-c.ons__XISED 014 THURSDAYS •HOSpiTcil
*Hair Cuts eShaves
209 Walnut Street. ,
Call this number after 5:00 to assure'. 










Choice SO. 12th location. New con-
struction, 1, 2 or 3 room suites -
• available. Will finish interior to your
specifications.' Ideal for dentist, op-













Have you always looked for that 3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick house with fireplace, all built-ins, 2 , dr garage. 3
acres of wooded land and within 4 miles of Murray?
This new house is located in a restricted area oa the
Ezell Rd. near East Elementary &tool and has recen-
tly been completely landscaped including planting
"Skill- freed- and vti *mem- Nitir ??E an
dinina, room combination --apd in root-
bination •Large utility room *Eleauetfulgo,. ered patio
Ideal for garden or orchard and all the coripience of





A' Benton Basedfirrn Serving All_West Kentucky
WANT TO ,BE YOUR OWN BOSS' We have'
several going businesses where you can get a
good return for your money;' grocery stores,
retail clothing store, restaurants; boat and motor
sales, meat market, catfish ponds, trailer park
and more, whatever you desire, drop by and talk
to us.
SEE THIS REMODELED 2-BEDROOM HOUSE
ON atTICE LOT - With new 2-car detached
__garage_ This_ is a bargain, aRlor_318,000,00 in
Almo.
COUNTRY HOME WITH CITY
CONVENIENCE - This 3-bedroom brick with
1,840 feet on approximately 5 acres has shop and
other outbuildings, 1 mile north of Hardin all for
$48,000.00.
NICE 3 BEDROOM - House between Hardin
and Aurora-On-Highway 611: Yeti -would-have to
look a long time to find a more desirable home
than this one offers. Near Kentucky Lake.
55 ACRE FARM - 25 to 30 acre; tillable. Has
several good places to build. Good water supply.
Just inside Calloway County on north side, A real
. buy at $37,500.00.
CONTACT US - For informtion on a well-
established grocery business, good location with
good living quarters all for $65,000.00.
SEE THIS - Good 2-bedroom framed home on 20
acres, good land with all furniture ready to move
into. Reasonably priced at $37,500.
QUIET NEIGHBORHOOD IN MIRRAY CLOSE
TO UNIVERSITY - Extra nice-3 bedroom brick
home, with many extra features, den has.
fireplace. Large yard with trees and space for
garden.
„..
THE SOUND OF MUSIC WON'T BOTHER
YOUR NEIGHBORS PRIVACY AND
COMFORT YOU WILL FIND IN - This 2
bedroom home which has a new addition needs
the finishing touches. Most material available to
finish. Located .4 of a mile from Jonathon Creek
on Barnett -Cemetery Road. 11/2 AC has lake
access at $21,400.
I .FSS BREAD - 'Cause it needs a paint job. But
the iriteriof of Hits Tredroom house kitting on -
approximately 1/2 acres makes it well worth the
money. Located by Oak Grove Church in South
Marshall. Price is $16,000.00.
OWNER TRANSFERRED - 4 bedroom brick
ranch located 31/2 miles south of Benton on 3.65
acres, central heat & air, 2 car garage, family
room, 2 full baths, all for $54,000. Seeing is
believing.
THE. -GREENING - OF AMERICA- _IN -YOUR- -
YARD WITH SHADE TREES -3 bedroom, 21/2
year old colonial house on approximately 10
acres, mostly wooded. Located on Hwy. 1364
about 1/2 mile N. of Hwy. 80." Has 24'x36'
workshop and lots of ahade. A great buy for
$43,000.00.
GREAlf FIREPLACE -SAVES FUEL-----r EIAB
PRIVACY - PLUS CONVENIENCE - A2 year
old, 3 bedroom brick with living room, dining
room, kitchen, 1 bath with double lavatory,
sitting on a hill 1 mile north of Hardin-on Hwy.
641. Approx. 3 ac, ideal place for a horse or two.
Owner will consider selling an additional 3 ac. if
desired. $42,900.
WANT A MINI FARM? - 10.30 acres
approximately with 2 or 3 bedroom house, living
room, dining room, kitchen, . utility, carport.
porch, 2 good outbuildings; pond, Hardin water,
beautiful shaded yard with lots of flowers and
shrubs. Located on Highway 641 three miles
south of Benton. Priced at $36,500.00. Better call
today this one will not be here long.
Quality Realty Co.
Darrell Cope, Broker '
337 North Poplar-Phone 527-1468
CALLO WAY COUNTY NUMBER 753-9625
PADUCAH NUMBER 443.2314,-; •
-:.-- - - - -,..--,•.--: - , . . Ante hnompleace (90 ""------ - . _.Charles Jeffrey 474-2337 ANN &vents 527-9121
Thomas E. Herndon 436-2139 Sae Wynn 527.7444
Darrel Morgan 527-8174 he Carl Wyatt 5274532
Bob Riley 527-9086 Volany Brian, Mgr.
WE WANT TO BE YOUR REAL ESTATE COMPANY
011.11110111 
Propoted $24-Billion Tag Cut
drop the whole notion of ad-
clition4 tex. cuts, .w.hile-rneerely
keeping in effect reductions of
billion enacted two- years
ago but scheduled to expire.
While Ullman _
Rostenkowski and Rep. Joe D.
Waggonner, 1)-La., were
giving Carter the bad news,
Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., the
speaker of the Nouse, said he
will push for the president's
plan. ,
-I would have to predict we
would have to go with the tax
cut," he told reporters. "We'll






The Youth Choir of the
,Calvert City United Mtthodist
-Church will presenta speeial
_program of music at the
_ morning. Worship services of
-the Coles Camp Ground and
Kirksey Ut5ited Methodist
Churches on Sunday, April 23.
The churches' pastor, the
Rev. Fred French, said the
_ worship services will be at ten
a.m. at Coles Camp Ground
and at eleven a.m. at Kirksey.
Both churches invited the
public to attend the special
serviCes.
Special guestapeaker,at the
10:45 a.m,..ratttp services on .
eddar-Ga._ '•-Pitd.uction___  ___:„...Th„,,,;,,„,_Tir„„,._ihe .Pleasant* -
drove • :United
  SundayriViSZI, at the South ' 
Methodist Church will be Mak
Miley Chutch.
__Re_View-.. •  • ,,,,,..._ Le:Be-Cook, Jr.,- withe - The Church Choir, directed
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.. WASHINGTON (AP) - committee members • and
- President Cartar-ikiadicating. --%look. for Ai. packageAtiat oan
he will do solose-harseTrading
• - after- hearing-that- • lit-411,-- isibig trouble:"
billion tax cur'plakt StancliIill-Kostenkowski said.
chance of passing Congress. - The committee recessed its
At a White House meeting, meeting . until Monday after
Thursday, key members of the postponing consideration of a
House Ways and Means number of Carter recom-
Committee gave Carter that mendations.
assessment of congressional The president's $24 billion
sentiment - an attitude that proposal for reductions was tc
has become increasingly be partly offset by increases
evident.- - totaling nearly $9 billion. In
The committee chairman- preliminary decisions going
and two members of the tax- against Career's recom-
writing Panel left the session mendatioas, the cornmetfee
with the impression, they said, has eliminated the total_ in-
. __Oat the president is ready IO___




' Powell said, nevertheless, the
administration sees no reason
to alter its plan and- that
Congress will be.blarned-if-the LOUISVILLE,_Xy. , "In virtually all derailments The railroad, with the help
economy „suffers _from lack of The Louilville & Nashville involving hazardous of Dr. Charles Wright „tat
a tax cut. Railroad is conducting • a mafethe charge is made- --Western Kentucky University'
, Rep. Al UllmaneD-Ore., the program that it hopes will that the derailment was due to and a "thought process"
geeetee  .e.eolialesaaa, ;old alert- _cognomina:it:64i „,ta ._..tholipac,k. conditions," Osbork .developed :by the National *.
rters after the meeting dangers posed by the said. But, "derailments cari'W-tffansportation
• 'The president can now derailment of cars earWng- caused by hundreds -Of ---,Tailored its own progranr
go and talk to his hazardous materials, the things," such as equipment ' which Gill said can be &Allied -
advisers.2l)ti eously the bill railroad's top executive says. failure, human error and e to problems 'involving
going to be differeet* L&N President Prime F. sabotage, he added. -' hazardous Materials, Review by Philip 
Demole,
frditi what he rec Osborn was the first of six ' "From what the media and regardless of their origin. Murray State University
package plus $1 billion.
.arittunetic, should
tarincrease portion of the
01111tage • reminn canceled,
indicates that the best Carter
could hope for in reductions
would be about $14 billion.
But both sides are- aware
that all'decisions so far are
only tentative and might
change significantly before a
deal is struck.
4 .
Now pending before the
committee are motions to ease
capital gains taxation rattier
than tighten it as Carter would
like. There also is a move to
'HEDDA GABLER" the ciaSsic drama by Henri Ibsen, can be seen tonight and Saturday
evening in the University Theatre at 8:00. The shos which is being produced by the
University Players, is directed by Larry Riter as a thesis production. Pictured here are
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